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LEADER

A balanced view
Steve Jordan, Editor

A

s I write this I have just finished checking my
travel itinerary for my trip to Long Beach for the
PAIMA and IAM conferences. Long Beach, I don’t
particularly care for (despite the Queen Mary, which is
magnificent) but I confess to always being a little excited
on the eve of a convention. After all these years some
might think that the novelty would have worn off; but not
for me. The chance to meet the people I have shared
that last 40+ years with once again, and pass even part
of the day, is always a joy.
One of the big advantages, I feel, of embracing the
conference scene, is the opportunity for an injection of
realism. We all learn about what’s going on in each
other’s countries through the media. No matter how
hard it tries, and some media does not try very hard, the
view through a newspaper or TV screen is somewhat
polarised and sensationalised. Occasional glimpses
through social media are even more distorted. But a
conversation with a friend in a bar is not. It’s real.
This month we have tried to project a little of that
realism through these pages for the benefit of those
who are not able to get the news first-hand. My interview
with Joseph Song, I knew, would be calm, measured
and sincere – because that’s what he’s like. It would cut
through the agendas of CNN and, dare I say, the BBC,
and present a simple assessment of a tragic and worrying
situation through the eyes of one of our own who has
lived with the north-south posturing day-to-day for his
whole life. He knows it’s serious, but he’s also seen it
before, in various guises, and can assess the apparent
madness of today with the benefit of history.
So, I will once again be boarding a 777 in a few days in
search of new stories with which to entertain and inform
you. I know that I will be successful because this industry
is so awash with well-informed, interesting people it is
virtually impossible not to stumble upon something
intriguing even during a quiet glass of Budweiser with
friends. What I will discover, I have no idea. I do promise
though to bring them back and share them with you –
some of them anyway. All that’s fit to print, you might say.
Steve Jordan

● Leatherbarrows’ staff enjoying their new bikes.

Britannia Leatherbarrows’
staff take to two wheels

L

eatherbarrows is now
offering its staff members a
government approved cycle
scheme that allows them to
purchase a bike through their wages.
This means they don’t pay tax or
National Insurance on the bike,
which essentially gives them a third
off the purchase price!
Through the scheme, they pay for
the bike in 12 instalments over the
course of a year from their wages;
the majority of staff will pay on
average just £30-40 pounds a month.

So far ten members of staff have
enrolled on the scheme.
Leatherbarrows has also taken
up the Dorset County Council’s
Workplace Travel Grant, which has
helped provide a secure bike park
to keep the bikes safe, dry and
ready to ride home at the end of
a busy day.
Assuming an average of only five
miles per day each to and from work,
the staff would clock-up 26,000
miles a year, that’s more than once
around the world!

Pickfords voted winner of
the Technology Innovator
Awards 2017 by CV Magazine

N

ow celebrating its third year,
the Technology Innovator
Awards celebrate the talented
individuals, teams and firms that
demonstrate innovative thinking
and commitment to technology to
improve business and industry
today and in the future.
The award reflects Pickfords’
recent investment in video survey
technology that has revolutionised
the process of moving home.
The award was received by
Business Improvement Manager
Paula Bunting who championed
the project and managed the
implementation of the new
technology within the business.
To date, Pickfords has conducted
over 7,000 video surveys.

Network Director Mark Taylor
said, “We are delighted to have
won this award. Change is always
a challenge to any business. This
award is a reflection of the hard
work and dedication that our sales
managers and sales teams have
put in to provide our customers
with a faster and more convenient
service.”
● Paula Bunting.

LOOK NO
FURTHER

THE LIGHTEST,
LOWEST, BIGGEST,
AND BEST EVER
3.5T LOW FLOOR
LUTON VANS

EVERY MAXI MOVER VAN IS BUILT
TO THE VERY HIGHEST STANDARDS
BY OUR TEAM OF PROFESSIONAL
COACH BUILDERS – JUST FOR YOU!
Vans available in stock for immediate delivery
For the best deals call our Sales Team: 01673 863300
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HARROW GREEN
JOINS NHS
FRAMEWORK

B

usiness relocation specialist
Harrow Green has announced
its appointment to the NHS
Shared Business Services supply
chain framework agreement. As
part of the agreement, Harrow
Green will offer removal services to
sixty-four participating authorities
across twelve UK regions.
The appointment comes
following a six-way competitive
tender process with a detailed
analysis of each suppliers’ services
based on quality and price. Harrow
Green scored highest against all
its competitors for quality across
every region.
The aim of the framework
agreement is to provide the NHS’s
estate, facilities and capital teams
with ‘a compliant route to market’
for the provision of services.
Harrow Green’s contract will run
for two years with the option to
extend for a further two years at
the end of that period.
Nigel Dews, Managing Director
of Harrow Green said, “Being
added to the NHS framework is a
great milestone for us as a specialist
supplier. This accolade serves as
a testament to the consistency of
Harrow Green’s removal services
as we head towards 35 years in
the industry. We are looking
forward to the opportunities that
this will create with healthcare
providers across the UK in the
coming years.”

● Nigel Dews.

● Brexit Secretary David Davis.

Blockchain could achieve
‘frictionless’ EU border

The Brexit Secretary David Davis recently said that a new customs system will be in place by 2019.

C

ompanies that rely on
high-traffic routes on the
Irish border and channel
ports such as Dover are
worried that new bureaucratic
measures will cost both time and
money as they continue to do
business with EU Member States.
However, it’s possible that blockchain
technology (see The Mover, July
2017, Page 8) could be the solution.
Jody Cleworth, CEO of Marine
Transport International, has recently
overseen a successful project linking
shipping supply chains using
blockchain technology (see page
20). He feels that the same technology
can enable the UK to maintain the
same ‘frictionless’ border that it
currently enjoys with the EU.
“Blockchain offers a better way of
recording customs data in a way that
can be shared both securely and

transparently with multiple parties,”
said Jody. “In the marine supply
chain we have seen how a blockchainenabled system can greatly reduce
associated administrative costs and
time delays.”

source and destination.” Jody said
that this will give agencies a realtime view of what cargo and people
are arriving or departing from a
specific port. For example, potentially
hazardous cargo can be easily

“The challenges posed by a new UK/EU
border must be dealt with using the best
technological means at our disposal ...”
Jody Cleworth
“Blockchains can be set up to
give border officials automatic
access to data and documents
linked to the vehicle as it reaches
the border,” he added. “The bonus
is an immutable record of
provenance, meaning that supply
chains or goods can be traced to

tracked without fear of going missing
due to an administrative error.
“The challenges posed by a new
UK/EU border must be dealt with
using the best technological means
at our disposal,” he said. “Blockchain
represents one of the best options
at present.”

BAR’s Western Area honours long-standing member

A

rea Chairman for BAR’s Western Area, Adam
Chudley, has presented a commemorative
plaque to the family of the late Keith Bartlett in
recognition of his 70 years of continuous service in the
removals industry and his long-standing involvement
with BAR and its forerunner The National Association
of Warehousemen and Furniture Removers (NAWFR).
Adam presented the plaque to Keith’s widow Irene

and his son Alistair at the Area meeting on 5
September. The plaque shows two sides of a coin
specially struck for BAR at the Royal Mint.
Keith joined the family business - started by his
father Ernest in the 1930s - in 1947, aged 17. He
worked with the company all his life and was still
visiting customers’ homes to give quotes until late
2016. He died on 14 April aged 87.

● Left to right: Adam Chudley,
Irene Bartlett and son Alistair.
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What’s to become
of the Irish border?

At the end of March 2019, when the UK leaves the European
Union, the border between Northern Ireland and the Republic
of Ireland will be the only land border between Britain and
the European Union.

S

o what will become of it?
Will this mean passport
checks? “Currently, this
seems unlikely,” said Road
Haulage Association (RHA) Director
of Policy, Rod McKenzie.
“The EU has already indicated
that in the final deal it would like to
see a codified version of the 1920s
common travel agreement – which
means passport-free travel for Irish
and British citizens between the
two islands. Since the Good Friday
agreement ended the Troubles
almost 20 years ago, the border has
become invisible. However, as the UK
has said it will leave the EU internal
market, it is inevitable that there
will be customs controls imposed.”
Trade and services between both
sides now flourish with over 30,000

people crossing the Ireland-Northern
Ireland border daily. The RHA said
that automating customs controls so
that goods can move without delay
at the land border is essential.
“Achieving this will be difficult,”
said Rob. “The RHA is urging the
governments to reach an agreement
for customs formalities to be done
away from the border itself. This
will be possible, but will need a
significant investment in time and
money for companies moving
goods over the border. We need an
implementation period to give
customs and businesses the time to
put in place the systems to manage
any new system. Any agreement
must ensure that Ireland does not
become a back door for unauthorised
migrants, desperate to reach the UK.”

®
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Kite Packaging adopts
PALLITE range
Kite Packaging has recently added PALLITE products
from The Alternative Pallet Company to its range, as
an alternative to wooden pallets.

T

he PALLITE range is made
entirely from paper and glue
formed into honeycomb cells.
The material is easier to use than
timber and avoids the need for
fumigation at destination.
Kite has adopted two products
from the PALLITE range: PALLITE
Pallets; a honeycomb-board pallet
with the capacity to hold a load of
over 1.2 tonnes provides a strong,
clean, light, and hygienic
alternative to wood. The other,
PALLITE Pallet Feet, comprise
two laminated ‘U’ profiles glued
together to encase load-bearing
tubes. They can be manufactured
to suit all standard pallet sizes and
requirements. The height being
120mm, 90mm wide with lengths
to suit the application.

The UK’s best selling
low loading van.

● PALLITE Pallet Feet.

Gavin Ashe, Managing Partner at
Kite Packaging said, “Kite believes
that the PALLITE range offers our
customers great opportunities for
savings both, hard and soft, and
offers a unique alternative to
traditional timber and heavy-duty
composite packs.”

01884 33001 | mail@trucksmith.co.uk

trucksmith.com
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MOVING RATES: THE MATT CLOUD

The MATT Cloud gives
movers free access to
destination rates worldwide

MATT Moving Systems is opening up its unique online quoting platform
to users, through its new, free, cloud-based service: The MATT Cloud.

said Paul. He simply charges a flat monthly
fee, starting at $95, to companies that
wish to upload their rates. “I will build
anybody a test system to put their rates
in and if they don’t like it they can walk
away. It makes no difference how many
quotes are given or how many users they
have. I don’t want to penalise people for
being successful.”

Compare rates in seconds
Paul said that the new cloud system
provided users with access to all the
system’s subscribers at the same time.
“With the original system users had to
remember different passwords for each
agent from which they requested rates,”
said Paul. “Also, the system would not
allow users to compare rates directly as
only one tariff could be accessed at a
time. The MATT Cloud allows users to
interrogate as many users’ tariffs as they
wish and so compare rates in seconds.”

Brings back the art of selling

From $95/month to subscribe

There is another aspect to this. The MATT
Cloud will enable users to get destination
services rates for virtually any destination,
on a smartphone or tablet, in seconds.
This means that there is no excuse for
not working out the total cost of a move
while still face-to-face with the customer.
It’s only when a price is given that the
selling process begins.
Sales people will easily be able to judge
a customer’s reaction, sell the benefits of
their own company’s offering, justify price
differentials and, if appropriate, close the
sale. Using old manual systems this was
more difficult to achieve therefore the
closing process often had to be done
over the telephone at the follow-up
stage. Some companies even purposely
separated the surveying and costing
processes, to prevent errors, thereby
actively preventing the salesperson from
completing the job on-site. Using The
MATT Cloud reduces the opportunity for
human error and puts the salesperson in
a much stronger negotiating position.
“The future is Internet-based,” said Paul.
“You wouldn’t expect to wait for a price
from Amazon or an airline. Why should it
be acceptable for customers to wait for a
quote when they are moving abroad?”
The MATT Cloud is in continual
development and Paul is currently
extending the service to include more
origin rates. When combined with video
survey technology this will allow users
to build full door-to-door quotations,
even for third-country moves, without
leaving their offices or having to send a
rate request.

“It would cost users nothing to send an
e-mail requesting rates, so I won’t ever
charge them to use The MATT Cloud,”

For more information visit:
www.mattmovingsystems.com.

● www.mattmovingsystems.com

T

he system could allow moving
companies anywhere in the
world to quote international work,
door to door, instantly, without
even leaving the customer’s home.
The company launched its online quoting
platform back in 2012. Its founder, Paul
Farthing, had significant experience in
the moving industry and concluded that
making origin agents wait for e-mailed
destination quotes was not sustainable
in a digital world. Instead he used his
knowledge of the industry to develop an
online platform on which subscribing
companies could upload their tariffs and
make them available to their agent clients
worldwide. Using the system, agents can
get detailed quotes for destination services,
to specific inland locations (not just within
30/100 miles of the port) in seconds. “It’s
much faster than even writing an e-mail,”
said Paul, “let alone waiting for a reply.”

Quotes provided every day
around the clock
The MATT system is virtually invisible
behind the subscriber’s own branding
but drives an efficient mechanism that
provides quotations 24-hours a day, every

day. There are currently 61 companies
using the system in 59 countries with
each one able to upload its own rates, set
discounts for each customer, or block
customers if it chooses. Rates cannot be
viewed by local competitors. When it’s
busy the MATT system is handling
around 1,000 quotes a day completely
automatically. No need to worry about time
zones, public holidays or sabbath days.

The MATT Cloud is free for users
The new MATT Cloud version is free to
use for all enquirers and provides even
easier access. If you want to try out the
system you simply need to visit www.
mattmovingsystems.com and click on
the ‘Create profile’ tab. After a short
vetting process participating companies
will begin to accept you as a user and
you can start obtaining quotations for
destination and origin services straight
away. Paul said that there is, and never
will be, any charge to users for the service.
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Movecorp posts record turnover
in tenth year of trading
Midlands-based international removals firm Movecorp plans to expand its
business after posting a record turnover of £6.8 million in its tenth year.

M

ovecorp has enjoyed
phenomenal growth
since its inception,
with its workforce
expanding from three employees to
more than 100 in the last decade and
turnover growing by £2.2 million in
the past five years.
Movecorp is gearing up for its
tenth anniversary and to celebrate
bosses have announced a number
of exciting new plans for the future.
Among them is a new warehouse
and office complex of 38,000ft2 to be
opened within the next 12 months,
enabling the business to deliver a
new range of services aimed at
helping online retailers distribute
stock across the UK and Europe.
Bosses have also set their sights
on a new depot close to the M25
within the next three years, which
will continue to drive growth and
deliver new services alongside the
firm’s current transport and
storage operations.
Founder and Company Director
James Tennant said the expansion
plans are a testament to the
impressive growth of the business
and the continuous focus on
delivering a first-class service to its
growing portfolio of clients.
“It’s hard to believe that we
are about to celebrate our tenth
anniversary,” said James. “The past
decade has been exciting and
incredibly rewarding, but also a
real challenge. I believe a lot of our

● The Movecorp team.

“The past decade
has been exciting
and incredibly
rewarding, but also
a real challenge.”
James Tennant
success is down to continuously
reviewing our product and service
offerings to suit our customers’
requirements and budgets. It is our
aim to provide same-day quotes for
all European and international
destinations for any size shipment.
One major game-changer for us

came in 2012 when we were able
to buy our first warehouse with the
help of a grant from the Regional
Growth Fund. This helped us
expand and create over 30 jobs in a
two-year period.”
Despite the company’s impressive
success, the past ten years have
not been without their challenges,
with customers’ expectations and
demands increasing considerably.
“Private clients now have the
facility to compare more companies
online and are therefore more
educated and informed when they
speak to us about their moving
requirements,” said James. “This
means that it is incredibly
important for us to remain
competitive in price whilst still

delivering the highest standards in
customer care.”
Movecorp delivers around 1,200
shipments each month of varying
sizes across the UK and overseas –
with 60% of its business abroad.
The business counts America,
Australia, New Zealand, France,
Germany and Switzerland as its
most popular destinations. In 2007,
the most popular country was Dubai
– but today the biggest route is to
the USA.
With Brexit on the horizon,
James says they are expecting
more changes for the business –
and with those changes a few more
challenges.
“The private market has shown
some decline across Europe,
especially from people considering
buying holiday homes. It’s our belief
that people are waiting to see how
Brexit will affect them as there is
still so much uncertainty around
us leaving the EU. However, our
corporate relocation enquiries have
increased, especially from banks
and financial-related companies.”
James continued: “We are
expecting moving costs across
Europe to increase between 2030% due to the cost increases of
customs clearance and process fees
when we leave the EU. This will be
a challenge, but we have always
prided ourselves on delivering a
quality service at an affordable price
and that won’t change.”

Helping you to build
a better business by
investing in your people.
Visit www.andrewpearsontraining.co.uk
to view course details or e-mail
mail@andrewpearsontraining.co.uk
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Goodbye old clipboard!
Our customers do their own survey

A product of

Enjoy the many benefits of the SurveyApp

Customer focus

Cost savings
Self-surveying customers
save you valuable overhead
and resources.

Focuses entirely on the needs
and expectations of the
customer.



Brand awareness

Usability
Easy to use interface focused
on simplicity.

A fully customizable app
that raises brand awareness
amongst your customers.

Get your free demo now!


move4u.com/move-pro
Or call +31 (0)85 760 4 760

Stand 402

PROTECTIVE PACKAGING EXPERTS

GOLD STANDARD RELOCATIONS
RIGHT ACROSS AFRICA
We are an African coast-to-coast network with 25 years
of thorough knowledge. We communicate at dazzling
speed and our gold standard service is provided through
an entirely non-aligned, wholly owned network.
Care and Prudence Across 18 African Nations.
Visit worldwidemoversafrica.com

COME & SEE US AT THE

MOVERS & STORERS
SHOW 2017

BLOCK E

www.britwrap.com
0151 934 1250
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● Mark Harris.

Keeping the
customers happy

where the Maxi Mover lightweight low
floor Luton vans are manufactured.
As we sat in a meeting room next to the
company’s smart reception area, I asked
Mark how it all began. “After leaving
school, I trained as a plumber and also
bought and sold several commercial
vehicles,” said Mark. “I managed to save
a little bit of money from the van sales and
the plumbing; I must have been working
about 100 hours a week at that time. I had
vans on my parents’ drive and a small
lock-up, but I needed somewhere bigger
and by that time I was determined to make
and labourers to the city and with them
the van business a success,” said Mark.
came trade and prosperity. The castle
One day, back in 1997 while driving
symbolised Norman power, while the
between plumbing jobs, 19-year-old
cathedral provided an awesome place of Mark noticed a ‘For Sale’ sign outside an
wonder for the people to pray to God and old run-down stable in Scothern and
secure a place in the next world. William decided to make an offer. “I think the
was clearly no fool.
price was £65,000, which was far more
Mark Harris may not have built a castle than I had saved at the time, so I had to
or cathedral, but he has nevertheless
go cap-in-hand to the bank manager to
achieved a great deal in the village of
ask for a loan and amazingly, given my
Scothern, six miles north of the city,
age at the time, he said yes!”

Deputy Editor David Jordan takes a road trip to rural Lincolnshire to meet
Mark Harris, the man behind the famous Maxi Mover low loader.

A

s I passed to the north of
Lincoln on the A46 I was
dazzled by the sight of one of
England’s most magnificent
buildings: Lincoln Cathedral. William the
Conqueror ordered its construction - along
with the equally impressive Lincoln Castle
- in 1068 as a way of taming the defeated
but still defiant Brits following the Battle
of Hastings. The construction of the
buildings brought an army of craftsmen
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● Mark began his own coachbuilding
service as outsourcing proved unreliable.

● Signwriting.

● Mark with Max, the ‘company cat’.

“Dad and I were a
good team. While I had
the drive and ambition
to move the business
forward, he had the
man-management
skills needed to get
things done.”
Mark Harris

Mark’s plumbing and building skills
proved useful in renovating The Old
Stables – now the company’s head office
- during the next few years and with the
help of his late father Ron, the fledgling
business began to take shape. “I gave up
the plumbing at that point to concentrate
solely on buying and selling commercial
vehicles. For four years I lived in one room
of the old building to save money. It’s an
office now, but at that time it was my
lounge, bedroom, everything, I can hardly
believe it now looking back,” said Mark.
“Dad and I were a good team. While I
had the drive and ambition to move the
business forward, he had the manmanagement skills needed to get things
done. He’d been a Sargeant Major in the
army and was brilliant with people. He
often used to say, “You have to be just like
Marilyn Monroe, firm, fair and friendly,”
which he was and the men respected
him for it. My Mum, Karin, was also an
important cog in the wheel and helped in
● Mark and his Dad, Ron. many ways.”

At this stage, the company was dealing
in new and quality used commercial
vehicles. Customers began asking for
specialist vehicles built to their own
requirements. “We would design the
vehicles exactly the way the customers
wanted them. The problem was the
outsourced coach builders were very
unreliable and would almost always deliver
late and often the final build wasn’t to the
original design. This was very frustrating
and meant we couldn’t keep our promises
to our customers. I really disliked that, it
went against the grain as we have always
been about delivering our vehicles on
time, first time, every time, so we decided
to start building our own coach-built
vehicles to overcome the problem.”
Mark and his team invested time and
energy researching and talking to leading
UK transport and removal companies to
find ways to overcome the day-to-day
challenges they faced with their traditional
type 3.5T Luton vans and HGV trucks.
continues over
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continued from previous page
“Over time we continued investing in our
premises and staff to meet the demands
and expectations of our customers,”
explained Mark. “We now have a skilled
team of over 50 employees and every
aspect of the Maxi Mover van is produced
on-site, including signwriting and
professional paintwork. We’ve even
invested in a new Dalby spray booth,
the same as those used by Bentley and
Rolls Royce. This means we can achieve
a car-quality finish, keep control of our
production and quality standards and
deliver vehicles on time, fully liveried
and ready for work.”
The company introduced the Maxi
Mover range in 2010 and it now accounts
for about 80% of production, with many
orders coming from the removals
industry. All are built individually to the
customer’s exact specification. There is
no standard model, as Maxi Mover is
always developing and implementing
the latest design principles, materials
and technology.
Today, The Old Stables’ immaculate
décor and water feature that greets
visitors to the factory is a far cry from the
semi-derelict building Mark bought all
those years ago. As we walked around
the now extensive site, accompanied by
Mark’s beloved rottweiler, Max (the

“I really like to see our
customers, driving out
of our yard more than
happy with their new
Maxi Mover van - it’s as
simple as that.”
Mark Harris
company cat as Mark fondly calls him)
I was impressed by the quality of the
buildings, the friendliness of the people,
and the feeling of efficiency and
orderliness. Perhaps Ron’s influence
still lingers?
I asked Mark what he thought was the
key to his remarkable success. “I’ve
always been driven to be and deliver the
best at what I do,” he said. “It’s not
necessarily about money, fame or shouting
about what we have or haven’t got, it’s
about working as a team. I really like to
see our customers, driving out of our
yard more than happy with their new
Maxi Mover van - it’s as simple as that.”

Visit www.maximover.co.uk.
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Looking fort
the perfec wn
partner do
under?
With over 45 years of
experience and 11
branches at all the key port
cities of Australia and
New Zealand we might
just be the one for you.
AUSTRALIA

rates@conroyremovals.com.au
conroyremovals.com.au
facebook.com/conroyremovalsAUS

NEW ZEALAND

rates@conroy.co.nz
conroy.co.nz
facebook.com/conroyremovalsNZ
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NEWS: UK

HOUSE SALES,
MORTGAGE
APPROVALS
AND HOUSE
PRICES ALL UP
IN THE UK
According to the Halifax
House Price Index, the rate
of house price growth in
the UK increased in the
year to August 2017.

M

onthly home sales in the UK
have edged up to 104,760,
the highest level since March
2016 with the three months to July
2017 seeing activity 10% higher
than the same period last year.
The number of mortgage
approvals for house purchase also
grew sharply, by 5.2% to 68,700
between June and July 2017.
“The annual rate of growth
increased from 2.1% in July to
2.6% in August with the average
house price now £222,293, which
is just above the previous high of
December 2016 (£222,190),” said
Russell Galley, Managing Director,
Halifax Community Bank. “Recent
figures for mortgage approvals
suggest some buoyancy may be
returning, possibly on the back of
strong recent employment growth,
with the unemployment rate
falling to a 42-year low. However,
wage growth is still lagging
increases in consumer prices,
which is likely to add pressure
on household finances and
increase affordability challenges
for some buyers.”
Mr Galley added; “House prices
should continue to be supported
by low mortgage rates and a
continuing shortage of properties
for sale over the coming months.”

SEND YOUR
STORIES TO
E-mail: editor@themover.co.uk

● Herbert Davis Removals.

Gloucester’s Herbert Davis
Removals joins Britannia
International
Gloucester’s longest standing removals company,
Herbert Davis Removals, has become the latest recruit
to the ranks of Britannia International.

H

erbert Davis began
trading way back in 1919
and is now owned and run
by Kathy Lugg and Andy
Ford who bought the well-known
family business in 1998 when the
previous owner retired. “I’d joined
the company in 1990 as an
administrator and Andy joined

three years later as an HGV driver,”
said Kathy. “We were both given the
opportunity to buy the business,
but neither of us wanted to go it
alone, so we decided to join forces.
Andy is brilliant with trucks and
with my admin skills we made a
pretty good team and we went from
strength to strength.”

Last year Kathy had a call from
another Britannia member who
said there was something of a gap
in Britannia’s coverage in the
Gloucester area. “We made some
enquiries and made an application
to join,” said Kathy. “We were both
delighted when we were accepted,
although we did think carefully
about changing our company name
after nearly 100 years in the area;
but we believe the benefits of being
part of a large organisation like
Britannia outweigh any of the
disadvantages. Also, things like
changing the livery of the trucks is
done in phases over a period of
time, so the familiar red and cream
lorries won’t disappear overnight.”

“Andy is brilliant
with trucks and
with my admin skills
we made a pretty
good team ...”
Kathy Lugg
Soon Herbert Davis Removals will
celebrate its centenary and Kathy
and Andy are looking forward to
this next phase in the company’s
long history. “Sometimes change is
good,” said Kathy.

Hamiltons Removals expands
‘Safe N’ Stored’ in East Anglia

N

orfolk-based Hamiltons
Removals has opened phase
two of its ‘Safe N’ Stored’
development by installing 78
modern self storage rooms at its
Harleston depot in Norfolk. Phase
one of the company’s entry into the
self store market was completed
in 2016 with the opening of a
6.5-acre site offering shipping
container storage at Aldeby near
Beccles in Suffolk.
The self storage rooms range in
size from 25 to 200ft2, while the
containers range from 5ft to 20ft.
Managing Director Michael
Sawyer said, “With Hamiltons
now being able to provide storage
solutions across the two depots
we can cater for any storage
requirements. We have clients
that use containers to ease the
running of their businesses, and

people who require a unit they
can drive right up to and offload.”
Hamiltons is also offering
caravan, motorhome and boat
storage at its Beccles depot.
Both sites are completely secure
offering 24/7 CCTV monitoring,
sophisticated alarm systems and
access for clients at both sites by an
automated key fob entry system.
The sites have been inspected
and approved by both the Self
Storage Association (SSA) and
the Caravan Storage Site Owners
Association (CaSSOA).
Early next year will see the
completion of the project’s next
stage of development with the
installation of a further 87 rooms
at the Harleston depot.
“This service seemed like a
natural progression for our
business,” said Michael. “Having

● Michael Sawyer.

offered removals and storage
services for the past 24 years, we
were receiving more and more
enquiries about self storage with
its more flexible ‘come and go’
benefits.”
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THE MOVERS & STORERS SHOW: THE FIRST TEN YEARS

● The Wing at Silverstone.

● Steve Jordan at The Mover conference, 2013.

● Charlotte, Tim Oliver and
Keith at the first show.

● A busy aisle at the
show in 2013.

● The Lounge, Bruntingthorpe, 2016.

Ten years of The Movers & Storers
Reflections on ten years of staging The Movers and Storers Show, by show organiser Charlotte Parslow.

T

he UK’s biggest trade event for
the removals industry was born
back on 22 February, 2008 in
the echoing concrete halls of the
NEC. The brainchild of me and my Dad,
Keith: it’s a family-run show, and we love
it. What some people don’t realise is that
half of my childhood was spent sat in the
cabs of lorries or filing invoices on a
Saturday morning, because Dad ran a
removals firm when I was a kid. That’s why
even though we run an events company
now, a trade show about the industry was
a natural fit for us and we’ve had lots of
fun developing it over the last decade.
Having said that, not everyone
appreciates the work that has gone into
the event. I was on a Facebook removals
page recently, and spotted a post asking
who was planning to attend this year.
Alongside plenty of positive comments,
there was one from a mover (who shall
remain nameless) which said “Too far for
the same old s**t”.

The content is totally
different each year,
and it’s genuinely
useful; we simply
don’t allow exhibitors
to just stand up and
promote themselves.

That got me thinking. Is it really a
worthwhile day out of the office, or are we
producing the same old stuff every year?
We’ve always had trade stands and
vehicles on display, but we’re always on
the lookout for fresh new exhibitors, and
the number of trucks being shown has
grown massively. We’ve always had a
café and networking lounge at the centre
of the action, which is a popular feature.
However, we’ve also added competitions
to try and spice things up a bit – first the
Packer of the Year and more recently
Britain’s Strongest Removalist – and
these provide plenty of entertainment.
A few years back we also created the
Web & Social Media Clinic where movers
can get free expert advice on navigating
the online world, and this feature was
really popular last year.
We’ve tried out lots of different venues:
the NEC, the Telford International Centre,
Silverstone and now Hangar ’42 at
Bruntingthorpe. We’ll be moving again

www.themover.co.uk ● October 2017 ● The Mover
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THE MOVERS & STORERS SHOW: THE FIRST TEN YEARS

● A panel discussion, Bruntingthorpe, 2016.

● Hanger ’42 at Bruntingthorpe.

● The first ever Packer of the Year contest in 2011

● Britain’s Strongest Removalist, 2016.

● The big debate, Telford, 2010.

Show
in 2018, further north this time.
The thing that struck me though, the
main thing that our eloquent mover on
Facebook was forgetting, was the nugget
of gold at the heart of the whole thing.
The Seminar Theatre. Every year for the
last decade, we have produced a diverse
programme of free presentations, seminars
and panel discussions about hot topics in
the industry. We have spent hours online
listening to movers in order to find out what
their problems are, and hours finding
relevant experts and persuading them to
come and speak. We spend weeks each
year researching topics and preparing
slides. And then it all gets delivered at
the show, completely free of charge.
The content is totally different each
year, and it’s genuinely useful; we simply
don’t allow exhibitors to just stand up and
promote themselves. I have personally
researched and delivered talks on
networking skills, marketing to different
generations, and handling complaints on

We have spent hours
online listening to
movers in order to
find out what their
problems are, and
hours finding
relevant experts and
persuading them to
come and speak.

social media, and we’ve hosted dozens
of experts talking about everything from
tax law to association memberships. This
year we hope to include sessions on among other things - new data protection
rules, deposits and cancellations, how to
value your business, video surveys,
subbing out work, and measuring the
effectiveness of your advertising. And
thanks to our sponsor The Mover
magazine, it’s all free. That’s a huge
information download available to you.
So if you discount the new exhibitors,
changing venues, new competitions,
extended truck display, and up to date
seminars, yep, I suppose it is the same
old ‘s**t’. At least it’s free.

The Movers & Storers Show takes place
at Bruntingthorpe on 8 and 9 November.
Tickets are free provided you register by midday
on 7 November. You can register online at
www.themoversandstorersshow.co.uk,
or call 02392 736539.
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NEWS: INTERNATIONAL

● Blockchain technology will have far reaching consequences for the logistics industry.

Marine Transport International
pilots blockchain technology

A successful pilot programme delivered by logistics technology company Marine Transport
International (MTI) has demonstrated that the logistics industry will see improved connectivity,
efficiency and security thanks to blockchain technology (see The Mover, July 2017, Page 8).

M

TI and Agility Sciences
have recently released
a whitepaper detailing
the deployment of
their Container Streams system in
a supply chain environment. The
results of the pilot have been verified
by scientists at the University of
Copenhagen and maritime
technology leaders at Blockchain
Labs for Open Collaboration (BLOC)*.

“As the interface is
easily adaptable to
existing systems
there is a very low
barrier to entry.”
Jody Cleworth
The project, which has connected
supplier, shipper, load point,
customs and terminal on a shared
blockchain ledger, has far reaching
consequences for the logistics
industry as it seeks new ways of
improving security and profitability.
All parties involved in the supply
chain benefit from automated data

flows as the system allows complete
interoperability of data sources,
even including legacy systems.
Jody Cleworth, CEO of Marine
Transport International said,
“The results of this successful
pilot demonstrate the strengths
of blockchain technology when
deployed to link the various actors
in the supply chain. We are confident
that firms throughout the logistics
industry will see a broad spectrum
of benefits stemming from
blockchain deployment.”
Jody explained that the blockchain
has proven to be an excellent way
of connecting the different parties
involved in any supply chain
environment due to the transparency
and security-by-design of the
technology. In recent months the
shipping industry has fallen victim
to industrial-scale cyber attacks that
have left large shipping lines, such
as Maersk, completely paralysed
and unable to serve clients. A
blockchain-enabled supply chain
is highly resilient to cyberattack –
a copy of the essential shipping
data is stored on each node on a
decentralised network, meaning that
even if one node is compromised,
the data remains safe.

“The business case for connecting
supply chains using blockchain is
very strong,” said Jody. “As the
interface is easily adaptable to
existing systems there is a very low
barrier to entry. Any type of supply

chain business, be it marine, air, or
land-based, can take advantage of
such a system – the cost savings that
we envisage are as high as 90%, as
a result of substantially streamlined
processes.”
Karim Jabbar, from the
Department of Computer Science
at the University of Copenhagen
added, “This pilot demonstrates
the great potential for distributed
ledger technologies to be used in
improving supply chain processes.
The Container Streams system is
unique in the fact that it does not
require the complete replacement
of existing systems - instead,
MTI’s solution allows complete
interoperability with existing
legacy infrastructure.”
Deanna MacDonald, CEO
of Blockchain Labs for Open
Collaboration said, “We have
documented the first phase, its
implications for the maritime
industry and the resulting
development of a turn-key
application ecosystem for global
supply chain logistics. However, the
future potential of this ecosystem
platform will rest upon collaboration
from the different actors in these
supply chains to clearly identify the
problems and co-create applications
that solve the collective challenges
they are facing today.”

* BLOC is a network of public and private
participants and large talent pools that
have come together to build end-to-end
blockchain solutions that meet common
needs and create shared value.
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SIMPSON PACKAGING
THE COMPLETE PACKAGING SOLUTION

MP

SP

The Simpson Packaging Group of Companies are the UK’s Leading
Independent Supplier to the Removals and Storage Industry.
Professional Product Advice
Direct to Client Deliveries

Supplying to UK & Europe

Vast Ex Stock Product Range

Competitive Pricing Structure

Tel: +44 (0) 1924 869010
Fax: +44 (0) 1924 437666

sales@simpson-packaging.co.uk
www.simpson-packaging.co.uk

DEPENDABLE
PACKAGING
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TECHNOLOGY: VIDEO SURVEYS

Putting people
before process
How Gerson Relocation is deploying video survey
technology to offer even more value to its clients.
By Damien Seaman, Head of Brand at Buzzmove.

W

ith the impact of Brexit and
global terrorism, the
international relocation
market is tougher than it’s
been in years. For example, one recent
poll by Ipsos for the Canadian Employee
Relocation Council found that only 18%
of employees would move abroad for
work. That’s a drop of 7% since 2012.
Can technology help relocation
companies to compete and thrive in this
challenging market? I talked to Mark
Rising, Group Sales and Marketing
Director at AGM Group about this topic
– and particularly how Gerson Relocation
are planning to use video survey
technology, but also how the other AGM
companies, i.e. Momentous and Abels,
can use this technology.
I asked Mark how important technology
was for his business. He said that it has
changed the landscape not only from a
supplier but also a customer perspective,
without doubt it has been a force for
good, however it depends how it is used.

“As a supplier technology
does enable us to be better,
more efficient and more
streamlined, but that’s not
all it is,” he said. “It’s the
combination of good
technology and highly
trained people that enables
us to be ‘phenomenal’.
If we explore the changes
the video survey has brought
to the moving marketplace it
would be very easy to use this to
simply reduce costs, however we
are looking at how we can use this,
along with other technology tools, to
help us provide a better solution for
our customers.”
So, does that mean that technology is
increasingly important to clients too?
“Absolutely,” said Mark, “but it depends
on the client you’re talking about.” He
explained that this could be the corporate
multinational business, the HR or mobility
team in that organisation, as well as the

Reason Global Insurance Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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TECHNOLOGY: VIDEO SURVEYS

“Video technology if used effectively can assist
with service efficiencies, it allows us to provide a
service equal to a face-to-face personal pre-move
survey in a more flexible way ...”
Mark Rising
family that is moving. “Technology
enhances the level and speed of support
in all these cases. It helps provide data
for the reassurance towards compliance,
risk and security to everyone involved.
The right data can give various
stakeholders including mobility, reward
and procurement departments, better
insights into costs, service usage,
performance as well as helping mobility
to develop the right policies for their
mobile population.”
Mark said that all technologies can be
used to drive value through to the end
user and that doesn’t just mean charging
less than someone else. “It’s how you
communicate, how efficient you are, and
how you can assist people to have a better
relocation programme and families a
better move. It’s about creating a
value proposition that has a positive
impact on the business and
the individual.”
“Video technology if used
effectively can assist with
service efficiencies, it
allows us to provide a
service equal to a face-

to-face personal pre-move survey in a
more flexible way,” Mark explained.
“For instance, imagine a situation where
a customer is in a remote or inaccessible
location, is time poor through work or
a short notice requirement, has a
multilingual requirement or simply does
not want to meet on a face-to face basis or
if they are only moving a small volume of
personal belongings – do these customers
deserve any less of a service? Absolutely
not. So, we can now use video surveys to
remedy that.”
Gerson Relocation recently won the
award for International Relocation
Company of the Year at this year’s
Re:locate Awards. I asked Mark why he
thought his company had won. “This
may sound corny, but it’s not just because
we have such a low insurance claims
ratio, or because we have better than
98% customer satisfaction rating: it’s
because we proved how much we invest
in the training of our people. Technology
is great, but it’s nothing unless you can
merge the contributions of the right
technology with the right people.”
Re:locate said: “Gerson Relocation was

an example of a firm that put people
before process, and its commitment to a
people-centred approach shone through
in this entry. The efforts made by Gerson
Relocation to improve service provision
had provided a highly responsive
approach to its clients’ needs. Integration
between companies in the [AGM] Group
is demonstrated so as to provide a
seamless and consistent level of service
delivery. A clear winner!”
I wondered what extra services Mark
expected to be offering in the future
through the use of video technology.
“We are looking closely into how we can
use and develop the technology more
widely,” he said. “I feel strongly that we
keep developing technology as a tool to
drive greater value to our customers. I
also believe, virtual reality and artificial
intelligence applications potentially have
the power to transform our industry
sooner than most of us think, and that’s
where I believe we’re ultimately heading.
Today, with our eyes and ears wide open
we are learning where and how. We are
also talking to other industries and seeing
how they are using technology intelligently
to add value. Our ultimate goal is to
continue to give customers what they
need, and ensure we can be market
competitive in a world that embraces
and invests in technology and people.”

Technology in the removals industry is the theme
of this year’s Movers & Storers Show on 8 and 9
November. Buzzmove will be there, exhibiting
its Gobuzzsurvey video survey tool at stand B1.

GET INSTANT ONLINE COVER, EVEN
FOR THOSE EXTRA LONG MOVES
With our tailored marine insurance solutions designed for
movers, our clients have come to expect extra from us.
Contact us today to discover what extra could mean to you

Tel · 01273 739 961 | www.reason-global.com
25/11/2015 17:22
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NEWS: INTERNATIONAL

Arpin earns
EU-US Privacy
Shield status

A

● The CMA CGM Theodore Roosevelt.

WHAT A
WHOPPA!

O

n August 22, the Panama
Canal welcomed the
largest capacity vessel to
ever transit its expanded
locks, the CMA CGM Theodore
Roosevelt. The Neopanamax
containership was on a voyage from
Asia to the US East Coast.
The CMA CGM Theodore Roosevelt

has a Total TEU Allowance (TTA) of
14,855 and measures 365.9 metres
in length and 48.2 metres in beam.
To put the scale of this huge ship
into perspective, its length is
roughly the equivalent of laying
end-to-end two Great Pyramids of
Giza, four Big Bens, or eight
Statues of Liberty.

BGRS opens in Dubai

O

n September 4, BGRS opened a new office in
Dubai to service the Middle East. Hannah
Richardson, Senior Vice President of Client
Services for EMEA and APAC said: “Many of our
clients are moving talent into the Middle East region.

We recognised an opportunity to form a presence
in Dubai to be well-situated with resources to support
the needs of our clients and their relocating
employees. We’re thrilled to add this important office
location to our global presence.”

rpin International Group has
obtained approval from the
United States Department of
Commerce for the EU-US Privacy
Shield Framework for meeting
US and European Union data
privacy and protection standards.
Bob Sullivan, Senior Vice
President of Corporate Accounts
at Arpin International Group said,
“Becoming certified under the
Privacy Shield is a validation of
everything we do internally to
secure and protect our customers’
data. Complying with data
protection regulations has always
been a top priority for Arpin.”
The EU-US Privacy Shield
Framework was designed by the
US Department of Commerce and
European Commission to provide
companies on both sides of the
Atlantic with a mechanism to
comply with EU data protection
requirements when transferring
personal data from the European
Union to the United States in
support of transatlantic commerce.
Arpin International Group
has taken numerous measures
to ensure the protection of its
data, including hiring a regulatory
compliance manager and
undergoing periodic cyber
security penetration tests to
bolster its defences against
would-be hackers.
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NEWS: INTERNATIONAL

Arpin Van
Lines ranked
number one
for second
year in a row

F
● www.movingcompany-info.co.uk.

movingcompany-info.co.uk

A company from The Netherlands has launched a new online directory that,
it claims, will help moving companies reach hard-to-find customers.

T

he platform,
movingcompany-info, was
first launched successfully
in The Netherlands and
has now been introduced in the
United Kingdom.
Movingcompany-info is a business
directory, customer forum and
company blog, all in one spot. It
allows removal companies to create
a customised listing which can be
found on the website and in search
engines. The website’s forum offers
the opportunity for customers and

prospects to ask questions that
enlisted removal companies can
answer. Companies can also add
articles related to the industry as an
interesting way to offer valuable
information to customers and show
their expertise and knowledge, while
promoting their businesses.
“Our goal was to create a
platform that encourages smalland mid-sized removal companies
to be active and to engage with
customers and prospects online,”
said Marijn Otte, co-founder and

CEO of e-Active. “It does not take
a complicated website or system,
or a lot of time to do that, and
movingcompany-info shows that
really well.”
Removal companies can be listed
free on the website which, the
company says, enables them to be
found online within three minutes.
Movingcompany-info also offers
low-cost listing plans that include
several useful features and allows
for more business information to
be added.

IOR in top 5,000 in USA
IOR Global Services in the USA has been recognised as one of the
nation’s fastest growing private companies in the Inc. 5000.

T

his year marks IOR’s first appearance on the list
which ranks independent organisations based
on their percentage revenue growth over a
three-year period. IOR was ranked 4,812 on the list
with over 45% growth and a revenue of US$5.2m.
“Being named to the list is the direct result of the
unwavering commitment the IOR team has to
providing our clients with outstanding quality,
service, and value,” said Rob Burns, CEO. “We are
honoured to receive this recognition and want to
extend our gratitude to all of our clients and partners
who have helped us achieve this milestone.”

● IOR Global Services.

IOR provides destination services, language
training, intercultural training and global talent
management services in all 50 US states.

or the second year running,
Arpin Van Lines has been
rated number one among the
ten largest suppliers of household
goods shipment services ranked
by ‘customer satisfaction,’
according to the 23rd Annual
Nationwide Relocating Employee
Survey carried out by independent
research firm Trippel Survey &
Research, LLC. In May 2017, Arpin
Van Lines and Arpin International
Group were ranked first in supplier
satisfaction by a separate Trippel
survey.
Arpin Van Lines earned the
highest moving industry score
with an 8.62 out of 10 for customer
satisfaction, showing a slight
improvement over last year’s
score of 8.47. The company also
garnered the number one rating
in ‘top block percentage’ and ‘net
satisfaction’ scores.
“Being named number one in
customer satisfaction among the
ten largest moving companies for
the second year in a row is a great
honour and testament to the hard
work of our employees,” said
David Arpin, President and CEO of
Arpin Van Lines. “We are still the
only family-owned and operated
franchise-system represented in
this survey and we treat our
customers with the same level of
care and attention as we would
our own family members. That
heritage and philosophy are a big
part of our success.”
A total of 6,647 employees
were surveyed covering a range
of moving industry providers
including household goods
shippers, relocation management
companies and relocation
mortgage entities.
The 23rd Annual Nationwide
Relocating Employee Survey was
conducted over a six-month
period ending on June 30, 2017.
The overall purpose of the annual
survey is to collect and report
objective, unbiased evaluations
from transferees or assignees
moving within the USA regarding
their level of satisfaction with
external relocation service
providers.

DEMAND
THE BEST
INSIST ON
MAXI MOVER

The NUMBER #1
Low Floor Luton Van
Manufacturer
VIEW OUR CURRENT STOCK ONLINE
WWW.MAXIMOVER.CO.UK | 01673 863300

DESIGN

MANUFACTURE

SALES

SERVICE

DESIGNED & BUILT
FOR THE ONLY
BUSINESS THAT
MATTERS...

YOURS!

Please call our Sales Team
We’re here to help
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COVER STORY: NORTH AND SOUTH KOREA

Living in
the shadow
Steve Jordan talks to Joseph Song in Seoul about living and working in the shadow of the Kim Jong-un threat.

I

t seems that every day we have
another report from North Korea
detailing the latest show of strength
from its leader, Kim Jong-un. For
most of us this tension is worrying, if not
frightening to some, but what’s it like
living and working under the shadow of
this Korean threat? And what has been
the effect on the moving industry in its
southern neighbour?
Joseph Song has lived with the tension
between North and South all his life. Since
the cessation of hostilities in 1953 there
has been a war of words, and sometimes
more, between the two sides. Of course,
as there was no official peace treaty,

“People who live
outside Korea see
this in a totally
different way. We
have lived with this
for seven decades.”
Joseph Song

North and South Korea are, technically,
still at war.
Joseph started his moving business,
Transpack, in 1984; it has since become
a part of Asian Tigers under the name of
Asian Tigers Mobility - Korea. Ironically,
it is to the Korean War (1950-53) that the
Korean moving industry owes its very
existence. US troops were stationed there
and by the 1960s the industry was growing
fast with an increased flow of diplomatic
staff and multinational businesses
flooding into the peninsular. The next
three decades saw an economic boom
with the rise of the banking sector, the
entry of oil and chemical companies into
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● South Korea and its capital Seoul
has lived with the threat of North
Korea’s nuclear ambitions since 1953.

● Joseph Song.

“Kim Jong-un is
not stupid. He talks
a lot like Trump, with
bellicose rhetoric,
but unless he wants
to commit suicide,
it will just remain
as posturing.”
Joseph Song

the market, major expansions of the
country’s automobile and ship building
industries, and the increase in
emigration as Korean people began to
spread their wings.
Surprisingly, despite all the rhetoric
coming out of Washington (or at least
from Mr Trump’s mobile phone) and
Pyongyang, and rockets flying over
Japan and those targeted on Guam, life
continues more or less as normal for
Joseph and his team in Seoul.
“People who live outside Korea see this
in a totally different way,” he said. “We
have lived with this for seven decades.
Right back to the ceasefire in 1953 we

The relationship between North and
South Korea ebbs and flows. There are
times of extreme tension, and times
when an element of cooperation returns.
Back in 2002, for example, the Kaesong
Industrial Region was formed. This is an
industrial park located in North Korea,
just six miles across the border, within an
hour’s drive from Seoul. As a collaborative
economic development between North
and South the park employed over
50,000 North Korean workers making
goods for sale in and export from South
Korea. The staff wages were all paid to
the North Korean government.
The Kaesong park worked well for over
ten years, despite the North restricting
access from the South during periods of
tension. But it did seem that the North
used the money raised to continue its
military development and further threaten
the South and its allies. In 2013, when
crisis struck again, the North blocked
have had problems with Kim Jong-un’s
access from the South and recalled all its
father and grandfather before him.”
workers. This effectively shut down all
There has been no shortage of aggressive activities but both sides agreed that it
attacks by the North in that time, any of
should re-open when possible. With the
which could have sparked an escalation, increasing tension, it seems this is
but didn’t. The sinking of the South
unlikely to happen any time soon.
Korean Dangpo in 1967 with the loss of
Not only did this cut off the economic
39 lives; assassination attempts of South benefit to both sides, it also silenced any
Korean presidents; the ‘Axe Murder’
real dialogue between them. “Since we
incident in which two US servicemen
closed the border there are no direct
were killed while chopping down a tree
channel talks,” explained Joseph. “That
in the demilitarized zone; the bombing of communication doesn’t exist now.”
Korean Air flight 858 in 1987 with the loss
Of course, everyone worries that a war
of 115 people; and the sea battles and
between the South and North would
subsequent bombardment of the island
escalate into something unimaginable
of Yeonpyeong in 2010.
continues over
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continued from previous page
involving China, the USA, Japan and
allies of each. “The current situation is
very high risk, but the reality is different,”
said Joseph. “Kim Jong-un is not stupid.
He talks a lot like Trump, with bellicose
rhetoric, but unless he wants to commit
suicide, it will just remain as posturing.
He knows that all the high-ranking people
in North Korea will not survive a military
conflict. He and Trump can have a war of
words but, behind the scenes, there are
people working on both sides to resolve
this. The Americans are not stupid either.”

“Of course, the
problems in the North
are worrying, but we
have seen it all before
and life on the streets
of Seoul continues
just as normal.”
Joseph Song
So why does Kim Jong-un insist on
flexing his muscles in this way? Joseph
believes that it’s just his chosen survival
tactic. It’s just a way of getting his voice
heard. North Korea is a small country with
a poor economy that is wedged between,
Russia, China, Japan and the USA. It
wants to have a voice. “But the US

chooses not to listen and always talks
within six-party negotiations that include
China, Russia, Japan, North and South
Korea and the US.”
Joseph does not believe that North Korea
will give up its nuclear programme.
“That’s their core power tool to talk to the
rest of the world. Nobody would listen to
them otherwise. But they can’t easily use
it. They are trying to get attention like a
spoilt child. There are many ways to stop
a child crying.”
But quite how the situation can be
resolved, Joseph does not know. “Our
new government has tried to re-establish
trade and the Kaesong manufacturing
complex, but there are a lot of difficulties.
In the end, it will all depend on the pressure
put on Pyongyang by China and the USA.”
From a business point of view, however,
Joseph said that there has been no
increase in the number of people leaving
Seoul. He said that some people, who
are near the end of their contracts might
choose to move a little earlier. But the
flow of business through South Korea
continues undimmed and, therefore, the
flow of global transferees. “There might
be some transferees who are hanging
back, waiting to see how things develop,
but it’s not had a major effect yet.”
“Koreans,” he said, “are very optimistic
people. Just like the Italians and Greeks,
we love to sing and love to be joyful. Of
course, the problems in the North are
worrying, but we have seen it all before
and life on the streets of Seoul continues
just as normal.”

European Chamber
of Commerce meets
to discuss North Korea
On 6 September Joseph attended an
information session, presented by the
European Chamber of Commerce in Korea,
on the subject of North Korea – What’s Next?
Its conclusion mirrored Joseph’s own opinion
that there are no good options, North Korea
will continue its nuclear programme until
it gets the recognition it feels it deserves,
the situation will remain high risk but it’s
unlikely that it will dissolve into military
confrontation.

THE LARGEST CHOICE
OF REMOVALS TRUCKS
IN THE UK
All our vehicles
are sold with:

2012 DAF LF180 DAY CAB

2011 DAF CF

12 ton, 4 container dropwell body,
painted in your colours, 12 months’ MOT.
Available now

High roof sleeper, new 5-container
body, painted in your colours.
Immediate delivery

u New 12 month MOT
u Full initial 6 weekly check
u New paintwork
u New aluminium
ramps and side table
u Cab valet
u Warranties to
vehicle and body

If you don’t see
what you need,
just call us for a
bespoke quotation.
Mac’s Truck Sales

We have been supplying
furniture vans to the industry
for the last 40 years. From
7.5 tonne up to 18 tonne,
we always try to hold stock
vehicles to suit the needs of
the removals industry.

2012 MAN 18440

2012 DAF LF 160

Draw bar or tail lift, new 5 container
body, no dropwell, in your colours,
12 months’ MOT.

Euro V, new 2-man sleeper pod,
new 3-container body.
Available now

2012 + 2013 Mercedes Axor 1843

2012 Iveco 75e16

WE LOVE SPECIAL BUILDS!

Euro V, double sleepers,
new 5-container bodies.
Available now

3-seater, 160,000 kms,
new 3-container body.
Available now

If you can imagine it, we can
build it! Give us a call and we’ll
see what we can do.

Call us on: 01422 311999 or 07836 646227
More vehicles available at: www.macstrucks.co.uk
@MacsTrucks;
Martin McDade-Smith
@martinatmacs;
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Non-UK drivers dodging
the Dart Charge

Over one million non-UK drivers have managed to avoid paying
the Dart Charge when travelling over the Dartford Crossing.

R

oad Haulage Association
(RHA) Policy Director Duncan
Buchanan said, “This issue
was identified from the moment
the Freeflow system was
introduced, and it is still a problem.
Foreign drivers should pay: it’s as
simple as that. It is very concerning
that there are still hauliers making
the crossing for free.”
Fines totalling more than £81
million have been passed on to a
European debt recovery agency
since the Dart Charge began in
2014. Highways England has
stated that non-UK drivers not
paying their charge make up
less than 1% of total crossings,
but it can still amount to an
enormous loss.
Duncan concluded, “We need
enforcement to ensure that the

appropriate Dart Charge is
collected from all crossing users
and the RHA considers it to be
totally unfair that there are still
many who are making the crossing
free of charge. It is a great concern
that we just don’t know how
many crossing users are dodging
the charge.”
● Sales of dash cams were reported in the press in 2015 as having increased by 918%

● The Dartford Crossing.

EDWARDS
TRADE STORAGE

YOUR
STORAGE
PARTNER
• Competitive Rates
• Tailor Made Services
• North & South London Hubs
• Safe and Secure
• Flexible and Friendly
• Fully Compliant

For more information
on our trade storage
services contact us
today on

01285 760 244

operations@edwardsstorage.co.uk

www.edwardsstorage.co.uk

Official dash cam
guidance urgently
needed

T

he UK’s biggest road safety
charity, IAM RoadSmart,
has warned that the rush
of drivers investing in dash
cams may not yield any increase in
prosecutions for dangerous driving
as many hope and may also lead
to fewer visible traffic patrols as
officers spend more time analysing
amateur footage.

“Our main concern
is that dash cams
must not become
a replacement for
fully trained officers
undertaking high
profile road policing.”
Neil Greig
In 2015, The Daily Telegraph
reported that sales of dash cams
had increased by 918%, with many
insurance companies now accepting
footage as part of insurance claims.
But IAM RoadSmart has urged
caution, as drivers are potentially
lulled into a false sense of security
in thinking a dash cam will protect
them or exonerate them from all
blame in the event of a crash, when

in fact the opposite might be
the case.
Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart
Director of Policy and Research,
said dash cam footage often does
not show the full picture of a crash,
often being too short, of poor quality
and failing to show how a crash
developed. There is no consistency
over which police forces would
accept dash cam footage – on
Monday, 21 August both North and
South Wales Police were widely
quoted in the media as saying they
would welcome footage through
their Operation Snap, but the
situation is vastly different or
unknown in many areas across
the country.
Neil added, ”IAM RoadSmart is
calling for consistent national
guidelines on the standard of
dash cam footage required for
prosecutions, what the police will
do with it and how to submit it in
the correct way. Our members are
very supportive of high profile
policing but it takes time for police
to evaluate the footage, decide
what to follow up, trace the driver,
serve paperwork and then obtain a
successful prosecution within legal
time limits. Our main concern is
that dash cams must not become
a replacement for fully trained
officers undertaking high profile
road policing.”

Weekly services
to Scandinavia
• Part loads and dedicated
loads
• Export and import
shipments
• Online trade rates
• Depot 3 miles from
Dartford crossing
• Customs clearance
in Norway

NORWAY

FINLAND

SWEDEN

DENMARK

Call our trade section on:

01322 386969

E: trade@simpsons-uk.com

www.simpsons-uk.com
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Move24: the way ahead?
Steve Jordan reflects on the offering of Move24 that seems to have become
a driving force in the European moving industry in the last 18 months.

I

recently attended the EUROMOVERS
conference in Edinburgh. One of the
guest speakers was Jarek Brostowicz,
Head of Business Development for
Move24 assisted by Travis Pearce, Head
of Cross Border Moves for the company.
For me, the presentation created more
questions than it answered, but it was
intriguing. I wanted to know more.
Jarek said that Move24 was set up 18
months ago in Berlin (it recently changed
its name from Movinga). He claimed that
his company had performed 28,000
moves with a total order value of €23
million; employs 220 people and has
2,000 moving partners in Germany,
France, Sweden and the UK. It has
received €35 million in funding from
corporate investors. Impressive stuff,
particularly when compared with the
average family firm in which mum, dad
and sons graft day in, day out, and don’t
make that in a lifetime.

Not competition to movers
But Move24 does not consider itself to
be competition to the traditional moving
industry; it is a facilitator helping movers
to fill back loads and order books with
profitable business when they need it most.
That might be true, but the company is
not convincing more people to move
home so, if it were not trading the moves
would inevitably have been performed
by the moving community anyway; this
makes it hard not to consider such
intermediate organisations as interlopers
who just take the business and then sell
it back to the traditional movers who do
all the hard work, for less money.
It’s not that simple though, is it? We are
living in a digital world where customers
want to operate digitally. They don’t
want to take a day off work to be sold to
by moving company representatives in
smart suits (or scruffy ones) who drink
their tea, eat their biscuits and baffle them
with science in the hope of getting the
price up. They want a straightforward
price now, online. Job done! But, the
traditional moving industry has been
characteristically slow in adapting to

change in this respect so nobody should
be surprised that some enterprising
people, with financial backing, have moved
into the space. Move24 was not the first;
there will be others.

Everything done online
Jarek explained in his presentation that
customers are quoted and book online.
“We then put the move with a pool of
other moves that we have sold, and match
them to create bundles,” he said. “We
then put the bundles (or single moves)
in our online shop. All our partners are
connected to this online shop so they can
filter the moves that they want and buy
individual moves or bundles with one click.”
Move24 has invested heavily in getting
the technology right so that prices are
given instantly based on information
provided by the customer on an online
check list. It also provides dynamic pricing
that takes into account busy or quieter
periods, and is transparent so people can
see exactly what is or is not included.
Insurance is provided automatically for
125% of the cost of the move; customers
are encouraged to take out full replacement
insurance when booking. This is provided
by Oskar Schunck.
I tried it (sorry guys the enquiry from
Milton Keynes was just me digging). The
system works fine but, as with all these
systems, seems overly simple. A large
proportion of any household is small
items that require packing. The system
asks the customer to say how many boxes
are required for books, clothes and
general packing. How could they possibly
know? Nor does the system appear to
identify separately the fragile items and
everyone knows that china takes longer
to pack than utensils. I know that they
can charge extra for additional items but
that doesn’t help the mover much when
they turn up with a van that’s too small,
or the job takes ten hours not six.

Getting the volume right
I asked Travis how Move24 handled this
problem. He said that most customers
have moved before and have a rough

“Our best partners
are categorized
as gold partners
and have special
privileges. This
incentivizes them
to become even
better ...”
Jarek Brostowizc
idea of how many boxes they will be
moving. If they have no idea they ask
how many people live in the home, how
long have they lived there, etc. to try to
establish the likely volumes. “With this,
paired with photos and the extensive
data set we have complied, we are able
to estimate the number of boxes. In the
majority of cases our estimation is on
point. Also, if the client begins packing
and notices they have more or less they
can always adjust the amount before
the move.”
Move24 deals with identifying the
fragile items in a similar way. “It’s not that
difficult to compile a list of glassware
that needs to be wrapped and packed,”
said Travis. “98% of the time you have
standard glassware that poses no problem,
for the other 2% ... that is why we finish
that list by asking if there are any nonstandard items that need special wrapping
or protection. This helps us avoid any
issues on the day of the move.”
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“We have allocated
a large portion
of our resources
into developing
our volume
calculator to
be as accurate
as possible ...”
Travis Pearce
This is all very well in theory but, what
happens if the volume turns out to be
wrong? “We have allocated a large portion
of our resources into developing our
volume calculator to be as accurate as
possible, however there are times that it
is a bit off,” said Travis. “For those cases
we allow a buffer to the client just in case
items are a bit larger than expected.”
As someone who spent the best part of
20 years on the road estimating removals,
I find all this a bit of a stretch. But it’s
easy to be cynical about something new
and reports from companies that have
used the service confirm that it does
work. Rather than just being picky about
the limitations of these systems we
would all do better if we focussed on the
benefits and how we can work them to
our advantage.

Investment in technology
Move24 invests heavily in online marketing,
search engine optimisation and even TV

advertising that no ordinary moving
company could possibly afford. Working
with a company such as Move24 does give
a mover access to work that would not
have otherwise been available without the
need to invest in its own lead-generation
technology. If this truly is the way most
household moves will be done in the
future, there’s no point in hanging around
hoping it will go away. As the bandwagon
drives slowly by, you’d better hitch a ride
before it disappears out of site.

No fixed contracts
Jarek said that partners are not locked
into an exclusive contract. “Partners
simply sign the partner agreement and
then, after a little onboarding process,
get access to our Online Move shop,” he
said. “If they like what they see they buy
a move. If not then they don’t. There is no
obligation to do anything except provide
a good service once they have signed up
to do a move.”
He said that the first approach usually
comes from the moving company. To
become a partner they just need to provide
their business registration and insurance
documents and sign the partner contract.
They will first be allocated 2 – 3 easy
moves so the quality of their service can
be assessed before getting full access to
the Online Move shop. Once moves are
completed and signed off by the customer,
Move24 pays the partner company within
five days. “We recently launched the
Partner app,” said Jarek. “Partners
received tablets from us with an app where
they fill out the move protocol digitally
right on the spot. This will be sent to us
directly after the move. This should
decrease even further the average time
until our partner gets paid.”

Maintaining quality
The quality of the service provided is
tracked with a KPI (Key Performance
Indicator) score card. “Our best partners
are categorized as gold partners and
have special privileges. This incentivizes
them to become even better,” said Jarek.
If partners do not perform well the account

managers talk to them to try to improve
the service. “If a partner continues to
deliver bad service we would have to
cancel the cooperation with that partner.”
Travis said that Move24 set agreed
guidelines for partners to help ensure
quality and standardisation. “If, these
guidelines are not followed, in certain
cases it can lead to a modest penalty for
the partner.”

No charges to partners
Move24 does not charge partners an
annual fee nor does it charge for the use
of its online tools. It simply makes a
margin between what the customer pays
and what the partners charge. There are
also other potential revenue streams as
Jarek explained that his company is also
renegotiating energy contracts for
customers and is considering offering
personal transport for the family,
accompanying the household goods in
driverless vehicles, as soon as the
technology is available.

Stepping back in the UK
During my research I was told that
Move24 was no longer trading in the UK.
According to Jarek that’s not strictly true.
“At the moment, growing in the UK is
indeed not our highest priority,” he
explained. “Thus, we shifted many of the
resources to our other core markets of
Germany, Sweden and France. However,
we still have some minor operations in
the UK and, once we have reached our
goals in the other three core markets, our
focus will for sure shift to the UK again
at some point.”

Your choice
As a mover you have a choice: to join an
organisation such as Move24, or not.
There will be many reading this who
would rather control their own work, set
their own prices, work with their own
customers. But others, who might not
have such a sophisticated marketing and
sales machine, particularly online, that
would consider it a lifeline – the way
ahead. It’s your choice.
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PALLITE to showcase
revolutionary honeycomb boxes
at The Movers & Storers Show

The Alternative Pallet Company, manufacturers of the award-winning paper pallet range,
PALLITE, will be exhibiting at this year’s Movers & Storers Show for the first time.

● David Rose with a heavy-duty collapsible box. Inset: the honeycomb fiberboard.

A

s well as its range of
paper pallets the company
will be showcasing its
revolutionary new heavyduty collapsible box concept,
which is expected to attract a lot
of interest from the moving and
storage industry.
The new generation boxes are
manufactured from 25mm
honeycomb fiberboard with the
larger versions incorporating a
paper pallet to aid handling by a

pallet truck or fork lift. When not in
use, the boxes can be easily collapsed
flat for easy storage. The idea was
inspired by an enquiry in 2016
from a moving company that had
been contracted to remove and
store a large quantity of archive
files for a government department
during a refurbishment programme.
PALLITE’s Sales Director David
Rose explained. “There were
hundreds of documents that had to
be moved from an office in Wales to

the moving company’s warehouse
in Oxfordshire for temporary storage.
The documents needed to be put
into boxes for the journey, but once
full they would be too heavy to lift
safely and would have to be loaded
onto a pallet and wheeled out using
a pump truck. During the pre-move
survey, it was realized that the doors
in the building were too narrow to
allow a standard pallet to pass
through, so it would have to be
unloaded and restacked at every

doorway. Also, the corrugated boxes,
once filled, would be so heavy,
stacking in the removal vans would
be difficult and likely to result in an
unstable load.”
The team at PALLITE’s
Wellingborough factory studied
the problem and came up with a
simple solution. Using the same
25mm board they manufactured
for the paper pallets, the team
designed a heavy-duty box that
would just pass through the
doorway and importantly,
incorporated a paper pallet to allow
it to be moved using a pump truck.
David continued, “The customer
was delighted. Not having to manhandle the boxes through the
narrow doorways saved an
enormous amount of
time and effort and in
the end, money. The
boxes were also very
strong and this
meant they could be
stacked two-high
during transport and
while in storage. This
resulted in fewer trips
to and from Wales and
saved valuable space in the
warehouse.”
Since then, David and his team
have met a number of moving
companies to discuss how the
PALLITE concept could be further
developed for the industry, and so
far, their reaction has been very
positive. Already a box has been
produced to ship and store a fourseater sofa, and other designs are
in the pipeline.
Several examples of the new
PALLITE boxes will be on display on
the company’s stand at The Movers
& Storers Show on 8-9 November.

Visit www.pallite.co.uk.

Visit us at

The Movers &
Storers Show

Join the family, a group for every mover
For more information on our new GroUps and the benefits of joining our growing family go to
www.u-movegroups.co.uk or call Mark Ratcliffe 01323 644207 or Andy Pearson 01362 685111

Guess the number
of U-Move rolls of
tape in the pyramid
on our stand and
win £250
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SELF

Our containers are
purpose designed
for the self storage
industry.

● Hyster’s object sensing system uses multiple sensors.

Hyster developing systems to
improve driver awareness
Hyster is exploring and developing an increased range
of options for truck-to-truck, truck-to-object and
truck-to-pedestrian detection systems.

C

ombined with cameras,
telematics and other
technologies, ‘connected’
Hyster fleets are delivering
greater productivity and visibility
for the operators of tomorrow.
The system automatically detects
objects, with multiple sensors that
adjust their range with the vehicle
speed. It detects objects while
driving in a straight line as well as
during turning manoeuvres where
the tail of the truck is either leading
or swinging. When an object is
detected, the operator is warned
through haptic and audible alerts
like a vibration and buzzer. The
driver can then react accordingly.
“Lift truck drivers and pedestrians
need to maintain proper awareness
of each other,” said Ed Stilwell,
Functional System Leader for Hyster.
“Technology can help with this, but
to be effective it must meet the
specific needs of the handling
application.”
“Lift trucks, for instance,
manoeuvre in many different
directions, but often have reduced
visibility for the driver, compared
with a car,” said Ed. “Existing
technologies from the automotive
sector are often not advanced
enough for these complex needs.”
Larger material handling machines,

such as those used in ports and in
some moving companies for
handling containers in the yard,
require significant space to
operate, needing ample room to
accommodate the ‘tail swing’ of
the rear end. Furthermore, the
load at the front of the truck when
travelling forwards and backwards
needs extra space and can inhibit
the driver’s view.
In addition to detection systems,
Ed Stilwell says that cameras can
also help to improve visibility in
certain applications, making it
possible to view the immediate
area surrounding a truck and the
load. To keep operators focussed
on the load and the path ahead,
cameras can be set to activate only
when an object is detected and
then display an image on screen.
Cameras can be used to assist
with container engagements and
multiple camera views can be
stitched together into one image
so the operator doesn’t have to
spend valuable seconds trying
to figure out what view a camera
is displaying.
Hyster maintains that although
the operator must always be
responsible for the safe operation of
the machine, technology can assist
where visibility may be limited.

CONTAINERS

STORAGE

◆ Available in four sizes: 8ft (351ft3),
10ft (561ft3), 20ft (1,170ft3) and
40ft (2,386ft3).
◆ Available for sale or hire.
◆ Multi compartment containers
also available.

◆ We also supply high security padlocks,
steel staircases, gantries and locking
stacking cones.
◆ We deliver using Hiab crane vehicles.
Call: +44 (0)800 783 9885
Email: sales@mrbox.co.uk
Web: www.mrbox.co.uk

Supplying the removals and self
storage industries for over ten years.
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VEHICLES TO BUY OR RENT
Bespoke Bodies provides the removals
industry with the best quality stock and
bespoke bodied vehicles, an outstanding
range of services and an ongoing
commitment to innovation.

Vehicles available to buy or rent

We have a wide range of bespoke and
stock removals vehicles available to buy.
Alternatively, if you don’t feel your business
is ready for high value vehicle purchase,
we have a range of stock vehicles available
for rental, with a view to purchase after
12 months.

uLEZ compliance conversion service

Our latest innovation is our abatement system
retrofit service for Euro 4 and 5 vehicles. This
system provides the most cost-effective Euro 6
compliance option and will allow converted
vehicles to operate in the planned uLEZ
and Clean Air Zones.

Call:

01925 850 722
E-mail:
sales@bespokebodies.com

Call now
to order
your Summer
workwear

40” & 48”
Plastic Wardrobes
Available from
stock

Order for the quality, re-order for the service
NEXT WORKING DAY delivery as standard

Our helpful sales team are just a phone call away

Free set - up
charge on
printed tape

Call or email today
to request your new
catalogue

sales@haywoodsltd.co.uk

Find us on
&

www.haywoodsltd.co.uk
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The passing of a gentleman

T

he Church of St Nicholas in the idyllic
village of Cublington in Buckinghamshire
would probably not have seen such a
packed congregation in the whole of its
600-year history as it did on 30 August, 2017 for
a celebration of the life of Niall Mackay, who
passed away just eight days earlier. So many
friends and colleagues, some having travelled
half the globe to be there, gathered in mutual
sadness and respect to honour the passing of a
true gentleman.
Niall had been diagnosed with pancreatic
cancer at the end of July. He started his career
in the moving industry with Giltspur Bullens in
1975 where he became operations manager.
In 1980, he left the company to join Amertrans,
also as operations manager where he remained
until 1982.
In 1983, Niall joined Michael Gerson Ltd as an
account manager at the head office in Whetstone;
in 1995, he took up the vacant position of
manager of the Daventry branch.
In 2002 Niall was part of the management team
that bought the business from the Gerson family
and spent the rest of his career as managing
director of the company.

● Niall Mackay.

Niall served a term as chairman of the One
Group network of companies and he also sat on
the FIDI Experts Panel.
Chris Mackley, with whom Niall worked for
over 30 years, said: “We have been inundated
by messages of condolence from friends and

colleagues from the UK and around the world.
All of these have been passed on to Niall’s wife
Jenny and she has asked us to pass on her thanks.”
“Please pass on thanks from me, our children
Calum and Georgia, and Niall’s sister Moira to
all those who attended and sent cards and good
wishes,” said Jenny. “There were so many that I
won’t be able to thank each one individually, but
I would like all to know how much it meant to us
that so much effort was made by so many and how
comforted we are to know how well loved and
respected Niall was. We were bowled over by
how many attended and how far some travelled.”
As well as his family and his work, Niall had
three other passions: supporting Leicester
Tigers, playing his guitar and the local cricket
club where he was an inspiration, especially to
the younger members whom he aided and
encouraged. He also had a great sense of humour
and liked to have fun as the picture, taken from
the church order of service, clearly shows.
As Chris Mackley said, he will be sadly missed
by all his colleagues at Gerson Relocation Ltd.
There are many others around the world who
will remember Niall with fondness, respect and,
of course, a smile.

One for all...
And all in one!

A product of

Client and survey data, packing lists and more.
The complete move process, packed in one app.
Accuracy and Efficiency
Data can be processed by the
back office immediately
after entry.

No claim discussions
Claims can be quickly verified
via time-stamped photographs
throughout the process.

Multilingual
Allows flexible input and
output data in multiple
languages.

User Interface
Clear, user friendly data entry
fields and processes.

Get your free demo now!
move4u.com/move-pro
Or call +31 (0)85 760 4 760

Stand 402

Join the video
survey revolution
with Gobuzzsurvey
Easy to use:

for you and your customers

Easy to integrate:
with your existing tech

Easy to implement:
with our business
transformation experts

Easy pricing:
pay as you go

Easy survey options:

choose DIY or full service with
trained and experienced
surveyors

Full service at £25 per survey.
DIY at £15 per survey.
will be at the Movers & Storers
Show on the 8th and 9 th November.
Come and see us at stand B1 - or book your meeting
now at damien@gobuzzsurvey.com
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NEWS: PEOPLE

Crown appoints new director of
Workplace for UK and Ireland

Johanna Lindström joins
Aspire Mobility in Sweden

● Johanna Lindström.

J

ohanna Lindström has joined
Aspire Mobility Group as senior
move coordinator in Sweden.
She will join the customer care
team servicing clients in Sweden

Not just in
London, but...
Contact:
imports@whiteandcompany.co.uk
www.whiteandcompany.co.uk

White & Co Ad.indd 1

and Denmark, as well as the
Group’s international partners.
Johanna started out in the
international moving industry in
2005. She is an EiM graduate from
the FIDI Academy and joins Aspire
Mobility from a similar position
with a fellow Swedish moving
company. In her new position
Johanna will be reporting to
Matthieu Odijk, Aspire Mobility
Group’s General Manager Moving
Services.
Johanna holds a Master’s degree
in Business Administration from
Jönköping University having
graduated as International
Baccalaureate from the American
School in The Hague, The
Netherlands.

Bedford • Bournemouth
Dunfermline • Farnborough
Forres • Jersey & Guernsey
Knaresborough • Lancaster
Leeds • Plymouth
n
Portsmouth • Southampto
d
for
Tel
•
sea
South
Winchester

We cover the UK in
our OWN vehicles

10/02/2012

C

rown Worldwide Group has
appointed Simon Gammell as
the new director of Crown
Workplace for UK and Ireland. He
joins Crown Workplace from Modus
where he was projects director.
As part of his new role, Simon will
oversee the restructure of Crown
Workplace and its strategy for
growth in workplace design and
fit-out, the development of bespoke
working environments, office
relocation and move management,
furniture supply, and information
and data management.
Simon has more than 20 years’
experience in management,
sales and marketing within the
commercial property sector,
specialising in design and build. He
has successfully advised corporate
and occupier clients across all
business sectors through their
relocation, refurbishment and
interior design projects, paying
particular attention to project
management and building long
term relationships.

Commenting on his appointment,
Simon said, “I am excited to join
Crown Workplace at such a pivotal
time, as we look to scale up and
revitalise the business. I look
forward to working with the team
to develop and grow the business
in the UK and Ireland.”

● Simon Gammell.

Fernanda Viana joins GInter

G

Inter (Granero International) in Brazil has announced the
appointment of Fernanda Viana as the company’s international
sales manager focussing on the company’s offices in Sao Paulo,
13:10
Miami and Rio de Janeiro. Fernanda has ten years of experience in
the mobility industry.

Worldwide ERC appoints new
Board members

T
The White & Co Mystery Mover
Congratulations to Joseph Song who spotted Peter Naylor from
Tippet Richardson in last month’s photo. He also correctly identified
himself and Anil Mithal in shot too. Well done! This time there’s
just once face to name. Who do you think this is? Answers to
editor@themover.co.uk for a chance at winning the White and
Company Black and Red watch.

he Worldwide ERC Board of
Directors has appointed Erik
Eccles, CEO and Co-Founder,
Urbandoor, San Francisco, CA;
Kerwin Guillermo, Director, Global
Employee Mobility, Hewlett Packard
Enterprise, Singapore; and Andrew
Walker, GMS, Global Mobility Leader,
EY, New York, NY to its Board of
directors to serve a three-year term
from 1 January, 2018.
“The Worldwide ERC Board
has set a strategic course to engage,
educate and inspire mobility
professionals through our

organisation,” said Worldwide
ERC Chairman Robert J. Horsley.
“We’re expanding our global reach,
multiplying our opportunities to
connect and engage with one
another, and dynamically changing
the ways we make information
and knowledge available. The
unique skills that Erik, Kerwin and
Andrew bring will accelerate our
transformation and help to shape
and drive the execution of our
strategic plan. We are honoured to
have individuals of their professional
calibre joining our leadership team.”
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YOUR COMMENTS/PUZZLES

Puzzles
Moving With
Care Everywhere
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With personal attention
guaranteed at over 125 locations
across Canada, choose MoverOne
International as your trusted partner.

17
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w www.moveroneintl.ca

ACROSS

e rates@moveroneintl.ca

MoverOneIntl_PrintAd_TheMover_132x93_March17_v2.indd 1
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2017-02-28

1 Low background noise (6)
5 Large vessel (3)
7 Grasslike marsh plant (5)
8 - Not ethically right (7)
9 Involuntary muscle
5:34 PM
contraction (5)
10 Increase (8)
12 Country in the Middle
East (6)
14 Interruption of service (6)

4

1 5
3
5
7
3

8

17 Kitchen sideboards (8)
18 Happen again (5)
20 Expressed gratitude (7)
21 Wipe (5)
22 Slip up (3)
23 Far away (6)
DOWN

2 Uncovers (7)
3 Unfurled (8)
4 Totals (4)

9

5 Porch (7)
6 Wood-eating insect (7)
7 Apathy (5)
11 Parasol (8)
12 Do repeatedly (7)
13 Farmer (7)
15 Article of clothing (7)
16 Beast (5)
19 ___ Giggs: former
footballer (4)

1
2
6

3 5
2

8
1 5

6

7
3 4
2

8
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MARKETPLACE

MarketPlace

Marketplace ads are booked per unit or
multiples thereof, and run for a minimum
of 12 months. 1 unit measures
30mm (height) x 60mm (1 column).

Advertising
Booking advertisements

Leatherbarrows

E-mail adverts@themover.co.uk or contact Nikki Gee on
+44 (0)1908 695500 for more information or to make a booking.
All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.

Guaranteed
weekly service to

Overseas subscriptions

SWITZERLAND

The Mover is distributed free of charge to UK movers. Annual
subscriptions are available in Europe and the rest of the world at a
cost of £100 per year. E-mail adverts@themover.co.uk or contact
Nikki Gee on +44 (0)1908 695500 to subscribe.

every week

• Continuous receiving of full
& part loads at all depots

• Weekly service • UK based vehicles & crew
• UK collection/delivery • Competitive rates

Call Richard on 01202 495600
richardf@leatherbarrows.co.uk

www.leatherbarrows.co.uk

ESTIMATOR
TRAINING

Delivered by Frank Rose

OPERATIVE
TRAINING
DRIVER CPC
TRAINING
Please note this is not theory training.
This is active training with real furniture,
real Grand pianos, etc. and is delivered by
our own BARTS trained instructors.
All courses arranged to fit clients’ diaries.

• Delivery within four to nine
Working days

Memb No: GO13

• Customs clearance service included

Contact Tom on 01273 391777
email: swiss@gbliners.com

AUSTRIA

(AND ALL COUNTRIES EN ROUTE)

BEST T�DE �TES GUA�NTEED
Free collection within and around
London
Export pack and wrap and secure
storage available

0207 205 25 25

trade@topremovals.co.uk
www.topremovals.co.uk

WE KNOW LONDON

LONDON COLLECTIONS AND DELIVERIES
«LAST MILE» MOVES
SECURE STORAGE ON A13 A406

Copy dates

Booking of adverts: 1st of the month preceding publication.
Artwork for adverts: 8th of the month preceding publication.

Enquiries

All enquiries to: Nikki Gee, The Words Workshop,
26 Swanwick Lane, Broughton, Milton Keynes MK10 9LD.
Tel: +44 (0)1908 695500; E-mail: adverts@themover.co.uk

PLEASE NOTE:

Advertising rates cover the cost of advert insertion only.
Advertisers should provide their own advertising artwork.
The Mover can generate new or amend existing artwork for
an additional charge. All advertising must be paid for in
advance by credit card.

For details of advertising opportunities
call Nikki Gee on +44 (0)1908 695500
or e-mail nikki@themover.co.uk.

Casey’s London

Furniture Platform Hoists
• Up to 24m.
• 400kg capacity.
• Makes removals easy.
• Ideal where no internal
access is available.
• Trained operatives.
• Fully insured.

Call: 020 8780 2799
www.caseyshoistcompany.co.uk
sales@caseyshoistcompany.co.uk
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MARKETPLACE

Henneken International Movers

Weekly back loads to Holland
The UK Movers Since 1870

Worldwide removals • Domestic removals • Office removals • Storage
E-mail: ldejong@henneken.nl
Internet: www.henneken.nl

Goudstraat 51
2718 RD Zoetermeer, The Netherlands
Telefoon: +31 (0)79-361 13 68

ALLEN REMOVALS
• Weekly back loads
U.K. to Ireland
• Storage & Re-delivery
• Porter & Hoist Hire in
Greater Dublin area
e: info@allenremovals.ie

WORLDWIDE RELOCATION • FINE ART & ANTIQUES SHIPPING

MALTA & GOZO

w: www.allenremovals.ie

TEL: 353 1 4513585
P O RT U GA L
MAINLAND & ISLANDS
ALL EUROPE
Weekly Service
to/from
Portugal
Ask us now!!!
Tel: +351 21 923 6550
Email: info@global.pt
www.global.pt

Regular groupage
every week
Full destination services
020 8832 2222
Stephen Morris Shipping Plc, Unit 9, Ockham Drive,
Greenford Park, Greenford UB6 0FD
stephen@shipsms.co.uk I www. shipsms.co.uk

Trade rates to all European
and international destinations
FULL LOADS • GROUPAGE • LCL • AIRFREIGHT
Get instant groupage rates online from www.foxtraderates.com
Receiving Midlands, Bristol, South Wales, Southampton, London
Contact Mike, Chris or Stephen on
0800 1583374 or +44 1633 488100
Email: trade@fox-moving.com Web: www.fox-moving.com

Wherever you are going, we are going too.
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MARKETPLACE
TRADE
ROUTES
TO
WITH

ITALY

Leatherbarrows
AUSTRIA
EN ROUTE

• Regular runs to all areas • Full or part loads
• Receiving depot just off Jct 4 M20 ... or we collect
• All deliveries and collections carried out by our own crews
Phone Paul for advice and genuine delivery/collection times

paul@bearsbys.com

01622 870540 ‘WHEN SERVICE MATTERS’

Relax, your move is in safe hands.
● Removals: weekly one box to full or part load service
to and from UK and Costa Del Sol with optional full
or part packing service.
● Storage: warehouses in both the UK & Spain.
● Trade loads welcomed: weekly departures to our own
depots in Malaga, Algarve & Lisbon.

WE
SERVEKLY
ICE

Call us now for a free quote

UK Tel: 0044 (0) 1621 850070 Malaga Tel: 0034 951 218877
Mob: 0044 (0) 7711 179842 Mob: 0034 647 698456
Email: sales@malagaremovals.com www.malagaremovals.com

Leatherbarrows

JERSEY
GUERNSEY
ALDERNEY
UK collection, competitive groupage
and direct service

01534 630360
sales@leatherbarrows.co.uk
www.britannia.je

Regular Trade Services to

ALL EU COUNTRIES
Collection/delivery
from your depot and
clients’ residences

+44 (0) 1446 733330

Regular service to Europe
Need Labour? We can supply
Storage facilities on the Algarve, Malaga & Alicante
For the best groupage rates please contact us

steve@roy-trevor.com tel: 01925 630 441

DENMARK AND SWEDEN
• Regular runs, full or part loads
• Receiving depot just off J4, M20...or we collect
• All Journeys carried out by our own crews

Memb No. M012

enquiries@masonsmovingroup.co.uk

www.masonsmovingroup.co.uk

Phone or email Paul for advice and
genuine delivery/collection times:

paul@bearsbys.com
Britannia Bearsbys

DELIVERING AND
COLLECTING TO ALL

Tel: 01622 870540

EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES
Full destination and origin services
available for all container work

0I379
855203
www.hamiltonsremovals.co.uk
info@hamiltonsremovals.co.uk

HAMILTONS
N AT I O N A L & I N T E R N AT I O N A L R E M OVA L S

REGULAR LOADS TO
UK & IRELAND
FULL AND PART LOAD
Contact: Liz Lambert
Tel: 00353 45 874498
Email: info@amcremovals.ie
Web: www.amcremovals.ie

PRICE MATCH GUARANTEED
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MARKETPLACE

SCANDINAVIA

Purely the
Balearics

Webbs International Removals Ltd & SL
The only self resourced weekly scheduled service
to the Balearics receiving in at Ramsgate or we can
collect, over 200m3 in five days! Depart UK Monday,
trailer swap Wednesday back in UK depot for Friday.
8 tranship vehicles on site, no access issues, no bull.

0207 205 25 25

trade@topremovals.co.uk
www.topremovals.co.uk

Gareth Webb Ramsgate Depot: sales@webbsremovals.com;
Bill Webb Mallorca: webbs@spain.cc; Web: www.william-worldwide-webb.com

The FORS Scheme has gained
momentum rapidly and is here
to stay - don’t be left behind.
Fast-track your company to join the
4000+ FORS Accredited organisations
across the UK and Europe with our
specialist programme of audit
preparation and assistance.
Call 0800 612 5054 for an informal chat
or visit www.blueappleconsultant.com

Spain
Portugal
France

Weekly
Services

• Regular service to most parts
• Storage facilities in Alicante
• Ex your store or ex our store
For best groupage rates
B.A.R. MEMBER
D040
please contact us.
DAVID DALE REMOVALS
Email: sales@daviddale.co.uk
Telephone: 01423 324948

TALENTED
SALES FOCUSSED
INDIVIDUALS
REQUIRED
Recruiting for Move Coordinator
positions in this fast-growing global
relocations company.
100% of reviewers recommend
our services!
On target earnings (first year)
£43,000, with uncapped commission
structure and potential to earn up to
£60,000.

ARE YOU STARTING OR EXPANDING
A SELF STORAGE FACILITY?
We specialise in providing ISO containers as cost effective, secure self storage units.
Available for sale, rental or lease purchase.
Call Freephone 0800 988 7350 or 0207 350 1940 and ask for Lendon or Tatty.
Email: tatty@lcl.co.uk. Visit www.lcltd.co.uk for more information.
Lendon Containers Limited, London SW11 6SE

COLOUR
1£150UNIT
AD
PER QUARTER
MONO
1£120UNIT
AD
PER QUARTER

COLOUR
2£300UNIT
AD
PER QUARTER

Located on Crossways Business Park
(next to the Dartford Crossing).
Enthusiasm and attention to detail
essential. Experience in transport,
removals and shipping preferred.
Contact: phil.marston@mjr.global

MONO
2£240UNIT
AD
PER QUARTER
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MARKETPLACE/DIARY DATES

DiaryDates

Puzzle
solutions

E-mail your Diary Dates to nikki@themover.co.uk
M U R M U R

IAM 55th Annual Meeting
9 – 12 October, 2017, Long Beach, California, USA
European Self Storage Conference
and Trade Show
16 – 18 October, 2017
Maritim ProArte Hotel, Berlin
FEDESSA European Conference
& Trade Show 2017
17 – 18 October, 2017, Berlin
The Movers & Storers Show 2017
8 – 9 November, 2017
Hanger ’42, Bruntingthrope Aerodrome, UK
EuRA EMEA Conference
22 – 24 November, 2017, Dubai
FIDI Conference 2018
8 – 11 April, 2018, Puerto Rico
OMNI Conference 2018
13 – 16 April, 2018, Palm Beach, Florida, USA
EuRA Conference 2018
24 – 27 April, 2018, Dubrovnik, Croatia
EUROMOVERS International Conference
24 – 27 May, 2018, Prague, Czech Republic
IAM 56th Annual Meeting
4 – 7 October, 2018, Washington DC, USA

DESIGN
MANUFACTURE
SALES
SERVICE

NEW & USED VANS IN STOCK
FINANCE

LEASE

PART EXCHANGE

01673 863300

WWW.MAXIMOVER.CO.UK

COLOUR
1£150UNIT
AD
PER QUARTER
MONO
1£120UNIT
AD
PER QUARTER

We’ve dug up a few
facts that we thought
you may (or may not)
find interesting.

I

I

E

Annually, more people
are killed by donkeys than
in aeroplane crashes.
The number of possible
ways of playing the first
four moves per side
in a game of chess
is 18,979,564,000.
A human brain
generates about 12-25 watts
of electricity – enough to
power a low wattage
LED light.
The Mid-Ocean Ridge
system forms the most
extensive chain of
mountains on Earth.
It stretches over 56,000km
with more than 90% of
it lying in deep ocean.
The world’s heaviest
pumpkin weighed the same
as a Ford Fiesta car.
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LinkedIn profile:
Steve Jordan, Editor and Publisher at
The Mover Magazine
Like us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/The Mover Magazine

Follow us on Twitter:
@The_Mover_Mag
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FREE LINEAGE ADS

FreeLineageAds
Lineage ads up to 20 words for sales and wants are free in The Mover.
E-mail your advertisement to nikki@themover.co.uk.

LOOKING TO SELL YOUR REMOVALS
AND STORAGE BUSINESS?
PLEASE CALL 07831 255986 IN FULL
CONFIDENCE FOR A QUICK
DECISION.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO
MOVE TO DORSET?
7-5 ton and Class 2 drivers wanted.
Phone Sandy’s Removals
Gillingham 01747 822077

CITY & WEST END RELOCATIONS LTD
company name for sale,
sensible offers invited.
Call Kevin or Alan: 0208 443 3122

FANCY LIVING & WORKING IN SPAIN?
HGV1 driver with removal experience
required to live & work in Alicante
region of Spain. Working throughout
Spain/Portugal & occasional return
trips to UK.
Tel 07790 013307

7.5 TONNE DRIVER/REMOVALS
PORTER
required for family run BAR member
in CM16 area.
01279 882822 ext 603 Jayne Arnold
LOOKING FOR CLASS 1 OR 2 DRIVER
FOR FULL-TIME JOB
Local and long distance work.
Call Scott on 0208 892 8931 or
e-mail scott@centralmoves.co.uk
REMOVAL/LIGHT TRANSPORT
BUSINESS
Est 20yrs. Retirement sale, netting
45k includes Iveco Hi Cube, asking
30k, Dorset.
Call 07500 337560
EXPERIENCED REMOVALS
PORTER/DRIVER
with CPC theory wanted for
Sheffield company.
Call 07932 589428
WANTED 250FT3 WAREHOUSE
CONTAINERS
Any quantity, good condition, collect
anywhere. 01223 833777 or
eh@warehousecontainers.com
EXPERIENCED HGV DRIVERS
& PORTERS REQUIRED
For busy Fine Art company in RM8.
Excellent rates of pay!
Please call Graham on 07984381502
BUSINESS GETTING YOU DOWN?
DEBT PROBLEMS? DON’T CLOSE
DOWN. We buy/invest in struggling
removal businesses. Turnover £500k+
www.hahnbeck.com 07913 505084

REMOVAL PORTER REQUIRED
for Merseyside-based removal firm,
contact Mark Brook on 07976 811 635
REMOVAL DRIVER WANTED
Tooting London, immediate start ,
£18k to £23k. Ois Removals Ltd.
Contact Oisin 020 89449713
FOR SALE:
Heavy duty stair-crawler sack trolley,
Ingersoll security padlock,
transit blankets. Southwest London.
Tel: Rick 07831 152026
HGV DRIVER WANTED.
Experience essential. Local and long
distance work. Family run firm in
Romford, Essex.
Tel: 01708 722277
LOOKING TO RETIRE - SELL?
Removals & Storage companies
wanted Hampshire, Dorset, West
Sussex. Discretion assured.
Call: Gavin 07779 007913
STORAGE SITES WANTED
Anywhere south of Kings Lynn and
East of Northampton, with minimum
1 acre of freehold land.
Contact rick@paragon.land.
LOOKING TO BUY REMOVAL
STORAGE DEPOT
within 50 miles south of Manchester.
Contact wdw@spain.cc
0034 619 247 823
WANTED: 250FT3 USED WOODEN
WAREHOUSE CONTAINERS,
Devon and Cornwall area.
Call Peter on 07790 498507

HGV1 REMOVALS DRIVER
Required by BAR Company in BN8
for Scandinavian work.
Top rates of pay.
Tel: 01825 880040

2008 7.5T RENAULT MIDLUM
273K, Euro4, LEZ, MOT Sep 2017,
new Ad-Blue pump and injector.
£18,500 + VAT.
Call Jamie on 01902 714555 for info

INDOOR WOODEN STORAGE
CONTAINERS WANTED
Any amount, top prices paid.
CALL JOHN 01269 860248

2001 MERCEDES SPRINTER 616 CDI,
2 Pallet Luton Body, GVW 6T,
Mileage 270K, recon engine.
OIRO £6,000 + VAT.
Call Jamie on 01902 714555 for info

REMOVAL LORRIES FOR SALE
Several available, 7.5 & 18T.
CALL JOHN ON 01269 860248
VOLVO FL6 CAB AND CHASSIS
P Reg 1997. Current M.o.T. with
5 demount ground loading bodies in
need of attention, £9,000.
Call 01255 220095/0797 1864585

250FT INDOOR WOODEN STORAGE
CONTAINERS WANTED
Good condition.
Call Jack 07508 152552.
EXPERIENCED REMOVALS DRIVER/
PORTER
Banbury Area.
Call Jack 07508 152552.

5 PALLET/2100 CUFT DE MOUNT ON
DAF CF75 310 CHASSIS
3 man sleeper, 655km, New 1 year
MOT, 52Reg, £4,500.
E-mail: Tomb@bournesmoves.com.
INTERESTED IN SELLING?
Removal & Storage Companies
in Central & Greater London.
Cash available for instant decision.
Call in full confidence 07971 577 997.
ARCHIVE STORAGE KITS FOR SALE
Approx 50 available to collect
from Essex, £40 each.
01621 868882
Taxitruck Removals Ltd.

WANTED 18 TONNE 5 CONTAINER
REMOVAL LORRY
No older than 2001, contact
Mark on 07973 623157.
EXPERIENCED REMOVALS STAFF
REQUIRED NOW!
Aldershot-based family business.
E-mail: info@easy2move.com or
telephone David 01252 328841.
EXPERIENCED HGV/7.5 DRIVER
required full-time for
Kent-based company.
Contact James@crutchbros.com,
01732 359043.

LOOKING TO SELL YOUR REMOVALS
AND STORAGE BUSINESS?
West Midlands or surrounding area.
Contact Andrew Hordern
Removals: 07545 046533

RETIREMENT, IVECO
EUROCARGO 7.5T
2004 Aluminium Luton, 1450 cu ft
approx MOT September, LEZ
compliant, 183,800 km approx.
£5,000 ono.
Call 0208 856 3982.

PANTECHNICON 1999 DAF,
VANPLAN SIX-CONTAINER
1 years’ MOT, LEZ compliant,
£8,500 + VAT ono.
Contact Bob at Britannia Neeves:
01362 820020 or 07810 540405

3.5T DRIVERS & PORTERS REQUIRED
Sheerness Kent. Family run company.
Smart, good communicator, team
player and can work under pressure.
e-mail info@kentmovers.co.uk
or phone 01795 485463

EXPERIENCED WAREHOUSE
SUPERVISOR
working within a team of 6,
required for well-established
family run removals and storage
company in HP5 Postcode.
Please email
tomproche@hotmail.com.

VEHICLE FOR SALE
DAF XF410 4x2 Tractor Unit, Super
Space Cab, MOT Jan 2018, 61 Reg,
228,000kms,£18,000 + VAT ono.
E-mail: bruce@shoreporters.com

OFFICE-BASED EXPERIENCED
P/TIME TELE SALES
required for well-established
removals and storage company in
HP5 area to chase up quotes.
Please email
tomproche@hotmail.com.

MERC ATEGO
5 pallet removals truck, 2000 plate,
any trial welcome, £6,500 o.n.o.
Tel Neil: 07932 589428.
250CUFT WOODEN CRATES X15
AND 200CUFT WOODEN CRATES X5
£1,800 the lot. Can deliver at
a cost, Rotherham area.
Call Neil on 07932 589428

SALE DUE TO SEMI-RETIREMENT
Containers (250 cu ft), Fork Lift,
Atego 12-ton truck.
Tel: 07702 382439

7.5T RENAULT MIDLUM
long MOT, LEC compliant. 08 reg,
ready for work. £4,950 o.n.o.
Phone Dave: 07831 236278.

2005 ATEGO, 12-TONS GVW
3 Container + Space, Tail Lift,
Double Sleeper. Immaculate. £12,750:
thornberryremovals@hotmail.com.

EXPERIENCED HGV/7.5T
DRIVERS & PORTERS REQUIRED
In Luton area.
Call Emma on 01582 572967
or e-mail CV to emma@
stephensremovals.com.

SEEKING EMPLOYMENT
IN THE NORTH WEST
38 years’ experience at all levels,
National and International CPC
holder wanting to relocate.
References available.
Contact 07943 702772,
dpb59@hotmail.co.uk.
2014 SDC BOXVAN
Tandem BPW axle, 4.0m overall
height, furniture van spec.
Call Terry Taiani on 07855 258861.
350 CU/FT WOODEN STORAGE
CONTAINERS FOR SALE
£60 plus VAT each. Internal Height
8ft/Width 6ft/Depth 7ft 10 inch.
Tel: 01327 704021, E-mail:
Daventry@GersonRelocation.com.
MOVE MANAGER –
RUISLIP, WEST LONDON
Excellent customer service,
communication and administrative
skills, ability to work under pressure.
Contact John Morris:
jmorris@crownww.com.

TRANSPORT MANAGER/
ESTIMATOR REQUIRED
For busy family owned removals
company in Dorset. Must have
relevant certs/documents
01258 858564.
7.5 TONNE DRIVER/REMOVALS
PORTER
Full-time or part-time.
Family run business in BH25 area.
Call 01425 612364 9am-4pm.
CARDIFF REMOVALS
BUSINESS FOR SALE
Established and netting £40k
includes 64 plate 50K Mercedes
Luton, website and phone number,
huge potential - £40K.
Call 07855 555544.
MOVING MASTERS
LIMITED FOR SALE
Trading since 2005. Company, name
and movingmasters.co.uk domain
now no longer required.
Contact sales@movingmasters.co.uk.
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AND FINALLY ...

Tony Allen: And finally …

Watch your language!

I

was recently having a feel of a
cucumber.
I know that this sounds like the
opening line to a Carry On film, but I just
couldn’t work out why we used the term
‘as cool as a cucumber’; it really didn’t
feel all that cool to me. Why not as cool as
a block of ice or as cool as a refrigerator?
This would seem to have much more logic.
Would you expect to have a simile that
expressed somebody as being ‘as
intelligent as a purple sprouting broccoli’?
I rest my case. Although having had an
earlier encounter with our local traffic
warden ...
As it was a particularly rainy day I
decided to investigate further (raining
cats and dogs - where did that come
from?). Anyway I digress; back to the
item in question. Apparently the inside
of a cucumber can be as much as 20
degrees centigrade cooler than the
ambient temperature; so that makes
some sense of this conundrum and of
course it explains why it makes a perfect
additive to a Pimms or a gin and tonic
(apparently). But does it really?
This fascinating investigation was
brought about after I read an article in
our local newspaper which described
somebody ‘looking as cool
as a cucumber before he took a bungee
jump’, which caused me to wonder
whether he was either looking like a
cucumber or was he just looking cool.
The thought off somebody who looked
like a cucumber dangling on the end of a
rather thick rubber band really stretched
my imagination a bit too far (pun intended).
Perhaps what this does demonstrate,
more than anything else, is what an
exciting time retirement is, but
communication can often be highly
confusing and people frequently say the
opposite of what they really mean. For
example when you are trying to sell
something to a potential buyer. Let’s
assume that you have your house on the
market and you are showing someone
around, if their response is ‘interesting’
then they are probably not a bit interested.
Whereas if they say ‘not interested’, it can
often mean that they are very interested
but hope to obtain a lower price.
When somebody preambles a statement
with the words ‘to tell you the truth’, it is
often because they are about to tell you a
lie. This whole state of affairs is made
more confusing by the fact that our use
of words develops and changes according
to fashion. There is nothing wrong with
this - that’s why we’ve been blessed with
one of the most expressive languages in

the world - but consider for example the
words ‘actor’ and ‘actress’ which would
effortlessly communicate the gender of
the person in question. It now seems to
have been decreed at some juncture (by
whom?) that this usage was too ‘gender
specific’. So now only the word ‘actor’ is
considered acceptable. The problem is
that (and I heard this on the TV only
yesterday) it now becomes necessary on
many occasions to use the words ‘male
actor’ or ‘female actor’. Well surely that’s
how the original usage evolved as a kind
of shorthand?
The subject of word evolution is
quite fascinating and can occur almost
overnight. For example, have you noticed
that when somebody is giving an answer
to a question these days they will often
now begin by saying ‘So …’. Where this
trait comes from I’m not quite sure and
maybe by the time this article is published
things will have moved on, but have a
listen out for it.

So, fashion is very much a factor, and
I must say that it’s rather like clothes.
The moment I start to wear narrower
trousers suddenly flares are coming in,
and the last time I wore flares the word
‘groovy’ was, well, groovy!
What about our adoption of the original
American use of the word ‘guy’. This just
came from nowhere but is now considered
by most of the general populace to be a
very groovy - look, you younger readers,
I know that the word ‘groovy’ is years out
of date, but I am only using it in the ironic
sense! I’m pretty sure that the word ‘guy’
is out of date anyway as it is now freely
employed by the older generation, who
before they use it generally give a little
breathy pause and a slight shrug of the
shoulders.
So, fashion is very much a factor, and I
must say that it’s rather like clothes. The
moment I start to wear narrower trousers
suddenly flares are coming in, and the
last time I wore flares the word ‘groovy’
was, well, groovy!
We seem to have digressed by quite a
long way since my first mention of a
cucumber, but I hope that you won’t
have a problem digesting what I’ve
written. I remember a doctor friend once
saying to me that, from a dietary point of
view this vegetable was a complete waste
of time. His advice was to finely slice it
and then put it straight in the bin. Cool!

Trade Secrets
Find out what you can achieve on-line with
our trade groupage shipping services,
and make sure you’re in the know.
We’ve been in the business for
35 years and offer frequent
sailings on all routes to major
destinations worldwide.
We’ll arrange shipment on the vessel
promised and nominate reliable FIDI
agents at destination. With depots in
London, Manchester and Glasgow we
offer a competitive groupage solution
wherever you are located.
At Anglo Pacific we understand
your business and will ensure
that your goods are handled
professionally from start to
finish.
Visit our website or simply call
our friendly experts and
get the facts.

Memb No: A026

Our Services
u Money back guarantee in the event of delayed delivery (terms & conditions apply)
u Continuous receiving in London, Manchester and Glasgow
u Worldwide LCL, FCL and airfreight services
u Regular groupage services to Australasia, North America, South Africa, S.E. Asia, Dubai, Cyprus
u On-line sailing schedule updates and shipment tracking

FREEPHONE
0800
707
6093
Or visit us at www.anglopacific.co.uk. London, Manchester, Glasgow

